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Abstract
The increasing popularity and widespread deployment of wireless data
systems fuel the increasing demand for more spectrum. On the other hand,
various studies measuring spectrum utilization show that there is a huge variation in spectrum utilization at different times and locations. In view of this,
various dynamic spectrum access (DSA) methods have been proposed in order
to achieve more efficient utilization of spectrum resources by virtue of exploiting the variations in spectrum demand over time and space. Implementing
DSA systems in a centralized way can lead to complexity and scalability problems due to the extensive control signaling involved. Therefore distributed
implementations of DSA systems in which the users can access the system resources at their own discretion have been proposed. These distributed mechanisms typically incorporate cognitive radio systems which act as agents on
behalf of users to measure the radio environment and make decisions based
on these measurements. On the other hand, the freedom of the users in distributed systems to form their actions can lead each user to try to maximize
its benefit from the system without regard the overall performance of the DSA
system. Therefore, selfish behavior can prevail in distributed systems, which
is likely to degrade the system performance.
In this thesis we investigate the implications of selfish decision making in
dynamic spectrum access systems. To address this broad problem, we focus
our analysis on a particular system which can represent the essential properties
of DSA systems and thus can shed light on the performance of the broad class
of DSA systems with selfish users. Specifically, we model a DSA system as a
multichannel random access system which uses ALOHA for medium access,
and we analyze the behavior of the selfish users by modeling the system as
a non-cooperative game. In this analysis we incorporate the effect of channel
state information on the decision making of the users; we consider both cases
when the users act on global (complete) and on local (incomplete) information.
We determine the behavior of the selfish users at the Nash equilibria of the
non-cooperative game and measure the performance of the system in terms
of sum and individual utilities for various user loads and amount of available
resources. We try to identify how the performance of the DSA system with
selfish users compares with its cooperative counterpart. By performing these
analyses we provide insights into the broader question of whether selfish users
can utilize spectrum resources in a DSA system as well as cooperative users.

In memory of my grandma.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In his keynote address at International CTIA Wireless I.T. & Entertainment 2009,
Federal Communications Commission chairman Julius Genachowski said that [Gen09]:
We are fast entering a world where mass-market mobile devices
consume thousands of megabytes each month. So we must ask: what
happens when every mobile user has an iPhone, a Palm Pre, a Blackberry Tour or whatever the next device is? What happens when we
quadruple the number of subscribers with mobile broadband on their
laptops or netbooks?
The short answer: we will need a lot more spectrum.
This remark by the FCC chairman is interesting in two aspects. The more apparent aspect is that there is a spectrum shortage which he predicts to get even
more serious in the future, and the more subtle aspect is the looming problem
of managing the radio resources for these millions of bandwidth-hungry devices.
The prediction about the increase in spectrum demand is also backed by a recent
FCC study which reports that additional need for spectrum in the US will approach 300MHz by 2014, and providing this spectrum will create economic value
worth more than $100 billion in the next five years [FCC10]. The same study draws
attention to the fact that allocating new spectrum is a lengthy process, therefore the
report urges for timely action.
Although spectrum is predicted to be in high demand in the near future, the
spectrum which is already allocated for existing services appears to be used inefficiently. Various spectrum occupancy measurements from different sources [FCC02],
[MMRM05], [SSC10] arrive at the general conclusion that many channels in various spectrum bands display low spectrum occupancy.
Low spectrum occupancy despite high demand for spectrum implies that there
is an inefficiency in the way that spectrum is currently managed. The need for al1
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ternative methods of managing spectrum to rectify this inefficiency has been mentioned in reports from key institutions like the FCC [FCC02] and also in various
publications. One such study which identifies this trend of low occupancy despite increasing demand for spectrum is conducted by Wireless@KTH [BQZ+ 04].
The study explains that the inefficient spectrum utilization we are facing today is
caused by a combination of two factors; on the one hand spectrum allocation and
reallocation is a slow process, on the other hand regulations place strong limits on
interference to other systems. The study further explains that current spectrum
management mechanisms, which involve long term allocation of spectrum, stifle innovation and pose a barrier for new entrants to the wireless communication
market in addition to inefficient spectrum utilization. The study gives the success of unlicensed bands as an example of how alternative spectrum management
methods can lower the entry barriers and create business opportunities.
In view of the shortcomings of current spectrum management methods, a range
of alternative spectrum management methods have been proposed in literature.
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) is an umbrella term which refers to all of these
alternative approaches to spectrum management, which try to exploit the variation of spectrum demand in time and space in order to use the spectrum more
efficiently. DSA methods contrast with the so-called “command and control” approach to spectrum management which involve long-term assignment of spectrum to users with strict guarantees on interference. A thorough survey of these
DSA methods can be found in [Bud07]. DSA methods can be broadly categorized
in the following way:
Market based approaches: These spectrum management methods try to facilitate
the trading of spectrum licenses in a spectrum market so that the market
forces will lead to a better valuation and utilization of spectrum. The actors
are expected to buy or rent spectrum licenses from other actors, sell or rent
out spectrum that they do not need.
Secondary use: In secondary use scenarios “primary users” have priority to access the spectrum and they are guaranteed some level of immunity from
interference coming from “secondary users” who try to access the spectrum
without hindering the primary users.
Spectrum commons: These methods are also called “license exempt” or “open
spectrum” access. In these spectrum management methods there are very
few rules that the users have to obey, but interference management is minimal. This kind of spectrum management methods have had huge success
particularly in short range communication systems and personal area networks such as WLANs, Bluetooth, etc.
It is apparent that implementing DSA methods will require additional control
capabilities in future wireless networks so that these DSA capable infrastructure
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and terminals will be able to obtain information about the spectrum environment
around them in order to make efficient use of the spectrum. For this reason, many
proposed DSA methods involve software radios (SR) or cognitive radios (CR) in
them as enabling technologies. A good survey of proposed DSA methods based
on cognitive radio technologies can be found in [ALVM06].
This increased capability for control will play an important role particularly
in DSA systems which manage access to spectrum by means of a central control
entity, or which have stringent control over interference levels. However, the high
level of control may come at the expense of increased system complexity. Some
examples of increased complexity are listed in [BQZ+ 04]. For instance, centrally
managed DSA systems will probably have to constantly monitor inter-system interference levels in order to maintain a certain quality of service for the various
wireless systems which access the same spectrum resource. Besides quality of
service (QoS) concerns, there may have to be measurements done at the global,
regional as well as local basis in order to monitor which users access how much
resource in order to prevent users from abusing (cheating) the system. Centrally
managed DSA methods like spectrum exchange systems will have requirements
for coordination like a spectrum broker entity. These systems will have even more
demanding needs if the spectrum is to be exchanged very fast. Providing some
QoS will add to the signaling cost and overhead as well. Furthermore, centrally
controlled DSA methods may face some of the resource management problems of
existing systems. For instance, [NL98] reports that in a cellular communication
system, finding a conflict-free channel allocation within a given number of channels is NP-hard. Similar to the idea in [NL98], authors of [PZZ06] reduce channel
allocation problem to a graph coloring problem and show that the global optimization of this problem is NP-hard. So, we can deduce that providing QoS by
managing the spectrum centrally and in real-time will not be trivial. As it is the
case with other centrally controlled DSA systems, if the spectrum has to be allocated very fast, this will increase the required processing power, increase overhead
and system complexity. All these complications constitute the subtle meaning of
FCC chairman’s words in the beginning of this text.
In order to avoid some of the complexity and scalability problems that arise
in centrally managed DSA methods, managing the spectrum allocation in a distributed way in which the users have partial or full control over their actions may
be preferred. However, in a distributed DSA scheme, the lack of complete control,
and freedom of users to choose their own actions may lead to other consequences.
In the absence of a central control entity which commands users in what exact
manner to access the spectrum resources, the users in the system may choose to access the system resources in order to maximize their benefit from these resources,
which may come at the expense of other users in the system and may cause the
others to benefit poorly from the system. Incidentally, this concern was also raised
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in [BQZ+ 04].
On the other side of the coin, selfish systems may have desirable properties
as well. As mentioned previously, one requirement in centrally managed DSA
schemes would be to constantly monitor access to spectrum resources to prevent
users from abusing them. In a system where all the users are assumed to be selfish,
this requirement would be eliminated, which would greatly reduce the infrastructure complexity and overhead of control signaling. In view of this, investigating
whether selfish users can utilize spectrum resources efficiently becomes an interesting question.

1.1

Classification of DSA systems

DSA systems can be classified in various ways as in [BQZ+ 04], [ALVM06] and
[Bud07]. Here, we make a similar classification which highlights the aspects of
DSA systems that we will discuss in this work.
As mentioned before, inefficiency of current spectrum management methods
which are commonplace arise from the long-term (slow) spectrum allocation and
strict interference limitations of these methods. With respect to strictness of interference requirements, we can broadly divide DSA systems in two categories:
Strict interference requirement: This category would include market based and
secondary use DSA methods since both of these groups grant its users some
protection from interference from other users and systems.
Relaxed interference requirement: Sepctrum commons type of DSA methods would
fall under this category.
In this work, we are mainly concerned with DSA methods which have relaxed
interference requirements. In this type of DSA methods, the users of various different networks can access the common spectrum resource without having to consider the interference they cause to other users accessing the same resource. In a
way, this is similar to the manner which users in a WLAN communicate using the
ISM band while they cause interference to other WLAN networks and while they
may be interfered by e.g. microwave ovens. One of the questions we focus on in
this work is how well these DSA methods with relaxed interference requirements
can perform without collapsing to a situation in which users of the DSA system
attempt to obtain a greater share of the available resources to the detriment of all
users’ benefit, which is also referred to as tragedy of the commons.
DSA systems with relaxed interference requirements may further be categorized according to three of the properties that they exhibit: The objective of the
users in the system, user decisions being based on local or global information, and
existence of a centralized control entity or the lack thereof. These properties are
represented along three dimensions in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Classification of DSA systems with relaxed interference requirements.

Here we define each of these properties in the context of DSA systems.
• A centralized system refers to a system in which access to system resources are
controlled by a central decision making entity. In a centralized system, users
are expected to, or sometimes obliged to, obey the decisions of the decision
making entity.
• In comparison, in a decentralized system there is no central decision making
entity, and users make their own decisions when accessing system resources.
Therefore we sometimes refer to a decentralized system as a distributed system.
• A cooperative system comprises of users which form their actions so as to attain a common goal, e.g. maximizing system performance with respect to
some metric, together with other cooperating users in the system. It is important to note that such a system is not necessarily centrally controlled.
• Conversely, a non-cooperative system comprises of users whose actions are not
necessarily intended to attain a common goal with other users in the system.
In the context of this work, we assume that non-cooperative users select their
actions in order to maximize their own benefits in the system, potentially at
the expense of other users’ benefits from the system. Therefore we will refer
to the systems in which all the users behave selfishly as simply selfish systems.
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• In a system with complete information the decision making entity or entities
would have knowledge of all the necessary system states and parameters
(e.g. channel gains, transmit powers, number of users, etc.) that they need
in order to make a particular decision. In a centralized system, the central
decision making entity, typically the access point, would have this complete
information whereas in a distributed system, the users would have this complete information. Since complete information implies having knowledge
pertaining to the entire system, global information is used interchangeably
with complete information.
• In a system with incomplete information, decision making entity or entities
would only have partial knowledge of the system states and parameters. Incomplete information would correspond to the knowledge that a user can
gather about its system by observing its environment. Therefore we sometimes refer to incomplete information as local information.

Although combinations of these aspects are helpful to describe various DSA
systems with relaxed interference requirements that we are interested in, not every combination is very useful to study. In figure 1.1, Systems 6 and 7 represent
centralized and non-cooperative systems, however, it would make little sense if all
of the users in a system are non-cooperative and do not obey the commands of the
central control entity. So we do not consider these systems. We nonetheless investigate a special case of these systems where there is one non-cooperative user in
an otherwise cooperative system. Studying a centralized, cooperative system with
incomplete information (system 8) would provide some insights into the trade-off
between the system complexity, control overhead and performance, however this
comparison does not fit in the context of our work, so we do not consider this
system either. We also note that, from system performance point of view, systems 5 and 1 would display same results if we were to disregard overhead due
to control signaling. Whether a central entity which has complete information
gives commands to the users, or individual cooperative users with complete information decide by themselves how to act would make no difference in system
performance. So, from system performance point of view, we can treat systems 5
and 1 as the same system. This allows us to isolate the centralized/decentralized
dimension and analyze the following four systems along two dimensions.

1.2

Problem Formulation

In this section, we give a “high-level” description of the problem that we address
in this thesis. As laid out earlier in the introduction section, centralized DSA systems may have complexity and scalability problems. Distributed approaches to
DSA may resolve these problems but distributed approaches may, in turn, lead to
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Figure 1.2: DSA systems compared in this work.

other problems associated with selfish behavior. Therefore, in this work, we are
primarily interested in determining how selfish users may behave in a DSA system. In order to determine how selfish users behave in different situations with
varying degrees of available information pertaining to their decision making, we
analyze the selfish users’ behavior in systems with complete and incomplete information. Once we have established the selfish users’ behavior, we are interested in
assessing the performance of a DSA system with selfish users. Obviously, the performance of a selfish DSA system will not be any better than a cooperative system,
therefore we are interested in quantifying the loss in performance caused by selfish
behavior. So, we make comparisons between performance of a selfish system and
that of a cooperative DSA system which tries to maximize system performance,
under the aforementioned complete and incomplete information scenarios.
The problem of determining the behavior of selfish users in all imaginable DSA
systems, or comparing a system in the entire class of selfish DSA systems to the
class of cooperative DSA systems is very broad and difficult to answer. Therefore
we try to determine the behavior of selfish users and answer this performance
comparison question for particular selfish and cooperative systems which are representative of the properties of their respective classes of systems. Namely, we consider slotted ALOHA systems with multiple channels to reflect the properties of
a DSA system, which we refer to as multichannel random access (MRA) systems
to emphasize the random access nature of these systems. Users’ complete or incomplete information about the system is captured by the users’ exact or statistical
knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) of all users in the system. The
driving factors behind users’ transmission decisions are captured by the prospect
of a successful transmission and the energy cost to make that transmission.
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Scope of the Thesis

In order to answer the high-level questions mentioned above, we consider four
distributed multichannel ALOHA systems that represent the four classes of distributed systems shown in figure 1.2. Among these four systems, we analyze the
behavior of selfish users under complete information and incomplete information
assumptions, and compare the performance of these selfish systems to their cooperative counterparts. In our analysis of selfish systems in question, we use game
theory to model and determine the behavior of selfish users in the distributed
MRA systems. Since in this work we are investigating the interaction between independent decision makers whose actions affect each other, game theory was the
natural choice as a mathematical analysis tool.
We consider three different problems that complement each other in covering
the four systems illustrated in figure 1.2. In order to identify how selfish users
would shape their actions in a setting in which they have complete knowledge
of parameters that they need, we analyze system 2. We then compare the performance of selfish users in system 2 against cooperative users with complete information depicted by system 1 to illustrate the performance loss which is brought
by selfish behavior. We compare system 3 against system 4 in order to illustrate
the impact of selfish behavior when the users in a MRA system are acting upon
incomplete decision parameters. We then make a comparison between systems 3
and 1 to see overall performance degradation caused by both selfish behavior and
incomplete information. Finally, we extend our complete information and incomplete information to a setting in which channels conditions in the MRA system
exhibit varying statistics.
The systems that we consider fall under the relaxed interference limitation category, as outlined previously. In these type of spectrum management regimes
typically there are no guarantees of interference levels. So, we do not consider
a network of such systems, rather we consider one such DSA “cell” at a time.
The results could be generalized to networks of selfish DSA systems if suitable
assumptions are made in system modeling.
In order to concentrate on the impact of selfish behavior on system performance in distributed DSA systems, we do not place any emphasis on the sensing
aspect associated with DSA systems. We assume that the users obtain the complete or incomplete information that they have about the system in some way. The
exact means of obtaining this information is exogenous to our analysis.
In the systems that we consider, we treat channel access at time-slot scales,
which would last in the order of milliseconds. So, we do not perform time-dynamic
analysis but rather analyze the systems slot by slot. As we mentioned, we use
game theory as the mathematical tool for the analysis of system performance. Consequently the games we formulate are single-shot; we do not consider repeated or
sequential games. This can be justified because we are considering small time
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scales. In a given time slot there will be a constant number of users, and we analyze system performance as a function of the number of users in the system at a
given time.
We do not try to model system complexity or incorporate it in performance
comparisons. This would require modeling the system performance in a way to
include the performance cost of delivering the information necessary for decision
making to the users in the distributed systems. Furthermore, moving the intelligence from a central entity to users would reduce infrastructure costs while it
would potentially increase terminal costs. A fair comparison should also incorporate this economic aspect, which is far beyond the scope of this work.
Although we consider selfish behavior of users in an open spectrum access
regime, we do not consider the surrounding regulatory or market aspects of such
an open access system. In essence, these open spectrum access systems are very
similar to the ISM band, therefore regulatory or market issues should be similar to
those systems using the ISM band.
Finally, we emphasize that we consider the behavior of the selfish users individually. We assume that the users will be essentially indistinguishable with
respect to their needs and valuations for spectrum, so we do not investigate incentives for coalition formation and its impact on system performance, because it is
not apparent which users would form coalitions with which others.
When we quantify the performance of the selfish and cooperative systems in
question, we base our metric for evaluating system performance on user utilities.
In general terms, user utility represents the gain or loss of a user as a result of
some action that the user takes. The utility model we use is based on [Hul08],
which is similar to other utility definitions in literature, for example [WCMAD08].
This definition of utility accounts for the throughput obtained by the user in a
system and the energy that the user spends in order to obtain this throughput.
Furthermore, we make the following distinction between utility interpretations,
thus we use two metrics when evaluating the performance of different systems
and making comparisons between them. The first metric we use is the sum of the
utilities of every user in a given system, which we simply refer to as sum utility.
This performance metric reflects the efficiency in utilization of a system’s spectrum
resources as a whole. Therefore it represents the system’s performance from the
system designer’s point of view; the larger the throughput that a system achieves
with less energy spent, the better system it is. The other performance metric we
use in this work is the utility that an individual user obtains in a system, which
we refer to as individual utility. This metric is indicative of system performance
from the user’s point of view. In this work, when we use the word “performance”
without qualifiers, we refer to sum and individual utilities together.

10
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1.4

Thesis Contributions

This thesis is comprised of material from two conference publications and one
yet unpublished article which is to be submitted for publication. These articles
are included in the appendix of this manuscript. Chapters 4, 5 correspond to the
material treated in these three articles.

Chapter 4: Complete information analysis
This chapter discusses the performance of a MRA system with selfish users and
complete information (system 2) and compares it to the performance of a MRA
system with cooperative users and complete information (system 1) and therefore
in essence a centralized MRA system (i.e. system 5). This comparison illustrates
the loss in system performance due to selfish behavior in the system. The results
discussed in this chapter are obtained in
• P1: A. Ozyagci, O. Ileri, and J. Zander. Distributed multichannel random
access networks with selfish users. In Cognitive Radio Oriented Wireless Networks Communications (CROWNCOM), 2010 Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on, pages 1–5, 2010
The system model and game theoretic model were developed in joint discussions with Dr. Ileri and Prof. Zander. The game theoretic analysis and subsequent
simulation results were produced by the author of this thesis.

Chapter 5: Incomplete information analysis
This chapter describes the performance of a MRA system with selfish users and
incomplete information (system 3) and compares it to the performance of a MRA
system with cooperative users and incomplete information (system 4) and a MRA
system with cooperative users and complete information (system 1) thereby highlighting the performance loss due to selfish behavior. The extension of the analysis
of MRA system with selfish users and incomplete information in which the channel statistics are not identical is also treated here. The results discussed in this
chapter are obtained in:
• P2: Ali Ozyagci and Jens Zander. Distributed dynamic spectrum access in
multichannel random access networks with selfish users. In Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC), 2010 IEEE, pages 1–6, 2010.
• P3: Ali Ozyagci and Jens Zander. Selfish multichannel random access in
heterogeneous channels. To be submitted.
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The system model in [P2] is the same as [P1]. The system model used in [P3]
is a generalization of these models in order to account for heterogeneous channel
characteristics that may be observed in a system. In both papers, the author of
this thesis developed the game theoretic model and performed the game theoretic
analysis and produced the simulation results. Prof. Zander provided valuable
feedback.

1.5

Conventions

In most part of the text, we use standard mathematical conventions. Particularly
for mathematical notation in game theoretic context, we follow the style of [OR94].
We list the conventions here for the reader’s convenience and in order to avoid any
ambiguities about notation.
We denote the set of real numbers with R, set of positive real numbers with R+ ,
and N-dimensional space of real numbers with RN . When we refer to any one of
the users (players) in the MRA system, we will typically use the index n. Similarly,
when referring to any one of the channels in the system, we will use the index k.
When we refer to a group of variables, in which each variable xn is associated
with a user n, we use the term profile and denote it as (xn )N
n=1 . When we refer
to a profile excluding the variable of only one user n, we use the notation (x−n ).
We denote a preference relation using %; thus a %n b means that user n prefers
a to b or it is indifferent between the two options. Bold typeface in mathematical
notation indicates vectors or matrices, as in x ∈ Rn . Calligraphic typeface is used
for sets, as in N = {1, . . . , N} =⇒ |N| = N. The expectation operator is denoted
as E[·], and Eω [u(·)] means the expected value of the function u(·) with respect to
the random variable ω. The indicator function is denoted as 1A which assumes
the value 1 if the condition A is satisfied or assumes 0 otherwise.
In a significant proportion of game theory literature, players have been customarily referred to as “he”, whereas in more recent works, players have begun to
be referred to as “she”. In this work, we consider that user terminals will assume
the role of players in the games that we analyze, therefore we opted to refer to the
players as “it” rather than using the masculine or feminine pronouns.

Chapter 2

Models
In this chapter, we define our mathematical model of the MRA system and describe the assumptions we make about the MRA system. We also describe the
mathematical models of the propagation phenomena that we use in our analysis.
We try to keep the models high level and generic enough so that they are analytically tractable and also applicable in a range of different situations. These system
and propagation models apply to all of our analyses of the various selfish and
cooperative MRA systems in the subsequent chapters.

2.1

System Model

We analyze a decentralized wireless system as explained in the introduction section, in which the users may be behaving in a cooperative or non-cooperative manner depending on the scenario that is considered. As described earlier, in a cooperative system the users try to achieve a common objective such as maximizing
the cumulative benefit of all the users in the system, whereas in a non-cooperative
system the users are behaving in such a way that will maximize their own benefit
from the system, without necessarily considering the benefits of other users. Since
we analyze a distributed system in the open spectrum access class of DSA systems
described in chapter 1, we model this system as a random access system where
there are a number of wireless channels available for users to transmit on. In the
MRA system that we analyze, let there be N users (players) and K channels that
the users can potentially access. The N users are trying to send packets to a common access point (AP) over the K available channels using the slotted ALOHA
medium access mechanism.
The reason for the choice of s-ALOHA is that these systems are arguably simpler to analyze compared to other random access mechanisms such as CSMA.
Also, s-ALOHA can be well suited to model the medium access behavior of selfish
users in certain cases in which a selfish user will be inclined to access the channel
13
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persistently and without regard to back-off algorithms which may be present in
other random access mechanisms. In such cases, an analysis based on ALOHA
type MAC can be even representative of the selfish users’ behavior in a broader
class of random access mechanisms. However, it would be impossible to claim that
any single MAC model can be representative of the various possible random access mechanisms. Therefore, while we maintain that modeling the random access
nature of the systems in question using ALOHA is useful and valid, the accuracy
of the ALOHA model and the resulting analysis depend on the MAC mechanism
in reality.
In a given time slot, each user exactly knows its own instantaneous channel
conditions and the statistical distribution of its own channel conditions in all time
slots. This is a reasonable assumption even for distributed systems because a user
may easily keep track of its channel conditions in past time slots in order to obtain a statistical distribution of its channel conditions in an empirical way, without
the need of any feedback from the access point. In a given time slot, the instantaneous channel conditions of each user are different from the instantaneous channel conditions of other users. However, depending on the similarity of the users’
speeds and movement patterns, the statistical distribution of the channel conditions of each users may be similar as well. If the users have similar speed and
movement patterns, the statistical distribution of their channel conditions will be
similar, therefore in this case the users will also know the statistics of the channel
conditions of other users by extension of their knowledge of their own channel
statistics.
The transmission choices of the users on the available channels may result in a
number of combinations. In some situations, more than one user may have chosen to transmit a packet on the same channel in a given time slot. In our model of
the MRA system using slotted ALOHA medium access method, we assume that
whenever there is more than one packet transmitted over the same channel in the
same time slot, all the packets transmitted on that channel will fail to be received
at the receiver. Thus, the only case when a packet is successfully received is when
there is no other packet transmitted on the same channel and in the same time slot.
Conversely, depending on channel conditions, some user may find it more preferable not to transmit at all. Thus, in some time slots, some channels may be idle. In
the following representation of a MRA system, there are 9 users and 4 channels.
In this example, users 3, 6 and 8 all transmit on channel 1, therefore transmissions
of these three users in this time slot will fail. On the other hand, users 1 and 4
transmit alone on channels 4 and 3 respectively, so their transmissions will be successful. In this time slot, users 5 and 7 preferred not to transmit, for instance due
to extremely poor channel conditions.
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Figure 2.1: System model

Receiver Model
Our modeling of users’ utilities is related to our modeling of the receiver, that
is, the access point (AP). We assume that in order for a packet to be successfully
received, it needs to fulfill some signal to noise ratio (SNR) requirement at the
receiver, which is required for some particular modulation and rate scheme. At
the beginning of the transmission, the user selects an appropriate transmission
power to satisfy the SNR requirement at the receiver, using its exact knowledge of
its channel conditions in this time slot.
To simplify the game theoretic analysis, we assume that there is no rate adaptation in the system. Alternatively, if the positive utility that a user obtains from a
successful packet of any size (equivalently any rate) is the same, then the analysis
in this work would still be valid.
There are, of course, other valid receiver models, for instance modeling the
transmission rate of a user as a function of the SINR that the user’s packet achieves,
or assuming that a packet is captured and received perfectly if the packet’s SINR
is above some threshold. In general, these different assumptions will lead to different solutions of the game theoretic analysis.

2.2

Fading Models

In our modeling of signal propagation, we take into account three phenomena.
The first fading phenomenon is the attenuation in signal power as a function of
distance from the transmitter. The second is that average signal levels to fluctuate
depending on the location of the user due to shadowing caused by terrain and
large obstacles. The third phenomenon is that the transmitted signal reaches the
receiver through multiple paths at different time delays. Thus, we model signal
propagation as a combination of three components, which are distance dependent
fading, shadow fading and Rayleigh fading components.

16
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We consider that the MRA system in question may be deployed in an urban
environment and in microcell or small macrocell sized service areas. The propagation models and parameters that we select reflects this consideration; we use
microcell and small macrocell models in non-line-of-sight situations. Thus, it may
be possible to extend the numerical results in this work to other similar settings.

Distance Dependent Fading
We model the attenuation in the power intensity of a radio signal as it travels
along the path between the transmitter and the receiver with a so-called “power
law” model [AZS06]. The model that we use is simpler than other frequently used
power law models such as Okumura-Hata [Hat80], COST 231 Walfisch-Ikegami
[DC99] and so on, however, our model still exhibits the same essential property of
exponential decrease in power intensity as a function of distance as more elaborate
models.
The dependence of pathloss on distance between transmitter and received has
been modeled in a number of frequently used propagation models for microcells
and small macrocells. In order to account for various different environments that
the propagation model may be used for, these models include many correction factors such as base station heights, mobile heights, building heights, street widths,
position of base stations in relation to rooftop levels, constant factors to account
for urban and suburban environments, etc. As a result, some of the propagation
models are fairly detailed. In table 2.1 at the end of this chapter, we remove all
correction factors and give only the term or terms in the pathloss calculation that
include the distance dependent parameter. As it can be seen, almost all propagation models model the dependence of pathloss on distance as Ddist = C · dα where
pathloss exponent α takes on a value between 2.5 and 4. Therefore, we adopt α = 3
as a moderate pathloss exponent value.
Average power density of a radiating electromagnetic field does not depend
on the frequency of transmission. However, the effective area (aperture) of the
receiving antenna depends on the wavelength and therefore on the frequency of
transmission, the relation between the maximum effective area and maximum diλ2
rectivity of an antenna being Ae,max = 4π
Dmax [Bal05]. The fundamental dependence of the received power on the transmission frequency can thus be seen in
Frii’s transmission equation that relates the transmit power to the received power

λ 2
for free space propagation: Pr = Pt 4πR
Gt Gr where Gt and Gr denote the
transmitter and receiver antenna gains when these antennas are aligned for maximum directivity. As it can be seen from this equation, the dependence of received
power on transmission frequency is with the second power of frequency.
A number of early propagation models for radio communications also modeled the frequency dependence with the second power of frequency [DLLC85].
In later models, the frequency dependence has been adapted to various environ-
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ments [DC99], [KMH+ 07], [3GP11]. A more recent study has shown that pathloss
can depend on frequency with any power from −1 to 3 depending on the terrain
in question [BBS04]. In table 2.2, the frequency dependent component of various
frequently used propagation models are summarized. In this work, we use the
following model for distance dependent fading:
Pr =

dα fβ
Pt
Pt
Pt
= α
CD = α β CD =⇒ Ddist =
Ddist
d A(f)
d f
CD

(2.1)

where d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, pathloss exponent α = 3, A(f) = fβ with β = 2 is the dependence of attenuation on frequency
and CD is a scaling factor.
Atmospheric attenuation, that is, attenuation of transmitted radio waves by
gases in the troposphere also depends on frequency [AZS06], however, the amount
of attenuation for the distances and frequencies that we consider in this work
(microcell to small macrocell distances and frequencies approximately falling into
500MHz-5GHz range) will be negligible.
If the available frequencies in the system are close enough so that A(f) is almost the same across all available frequencies, or if dependence of pathloss on frequency can be modeled as the zeroth power of frequency as discussed in [BBS04],
we can omit the frequency dependent term A(f) from the pathloss expression and
dα
which is the pathloss model used in [P1] and [P2].
obtain Ddist = C
D

Shadow Fading
For transmission frequencies in the UHF range and above, many terrain features
and large objects like buildings will be much larger than the wavelength. Therefore when a propagating electromagnetic wave in these frequencies is obstructed
by an object, the amount of diffracted energy that reaches around the obstruction
will be small. Thus, when a mobile terminal travels through such an obstructed
area, the average received signal level will fluctuate depending on the position of
the mobile relative to the obstruction. This fluctuation in average received signal
levels is referred to as “shadow fading” in literature and modeled as a lognormally
distributed random variable [AZS06]. In this work, we adopt the same model and
assume that the shadow fading is a lognormally distributed random variable such
that, when it is represented in dB scale, the corresponding normally distributed
random variable has zero mean and σ = 4 [dB] standard deviation. In WINNER
II’s urban microcell model non-LOS case, the standard deviation of shadow fading is given as σ = 4 [dB] [KMH+ 07] whereas 3GPP propagation model suggests
σ = 10 [dB] for urban microcells non-LOS [3GP11]. We assume a moderately low
value of σ = 4 [dB].
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Rayleigh Fading
Although users are mobile, we assume that transmission time slot durations are
designed such that channel coherence time Td (inversely proportional to Doppler
spread Bd ) is larger than the duration of one transmission slot so that channel
conditions can be assumed to stay the same during one time slot. Furthermore,
we assume that channel bandwidths are designed to be small enough that the
coherence bandwidth Bm (inversely proportional to delay spread Tm ) is larger than
the channel bandwidths so that all channels exhibit flat fading. Overall, if the
product Tm Bd , which is called the channel scattering factor, is much smaller than
unity, the channels and time slots can be designed to achieve slowly varying flat
fading.
As mentioned previously, we consider a microcell or small macrocell service
area and non-line-of-sight propagation conditions where the transmitted signal
may reach the receiver through multiple paths at different time delays. However,
assuming the constraints mentioned above on channel bandwidth and time slot
duration, we can model that the channels exhibit slowly varying flat fading. In a
non-LOS propagation environment with multipath fading, the received signal can
be modeled as a random variable which is the sum of all the multipath components. Thus, the amplitude and power of the received signal can be modeled as a
Rayleigh distributed random variable and exponentially distributed random variable respectively. The probability density function of the power of the received
signal is fP (x) = p10 e−x/p0 where p0 is the expected received power [AZS06].
If the coherence bandwidth of the channel is large enough so that it encompasses all the available channels in the system, we can assume that all the channels
are fading with the same amplitude, and replace the Rayleigh fading variables on
all channels with a single variable. This assumption, however, would not influence the frequency dependence of distance dependent pathloss component.

2.3

Utility Model

When a user transmits a packet and the transmission is successful, then the user
gains some benefit from this transmission, which is modeled as some positive utility for the user. Naturally, the user needs to expend some energy in order to transmit this packet, which is modeled as some negative utility for the user associated
with this transmission. We refer to this negative utility as the “transmission energy
cost”. This transmission energy cost will vary according to the user’s channel conditions. The transmit power needed to achieve the SNR requirement will increase
as the channel conditions deteriorate, i.e. the attenuation becomes more and more
severe. At some point, even the maximum transmit power that the user terminal
can supply will not be enough to meet the SNR requirement at the receiver. We
arbitrarily model the negative utility of transmitting a packet at maximum power
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to be equal to the positive utility of a successfully transmitted packet. An intuitive
interpretation of this modeling is that when the user has to transmit at maximum
power, it will be indifferent between the actions of transmitting and not transmitting (waiting). The basis of our assumption that the positive utility of a successful
transmission to be equal to the negative utility of transmission at maximum power
is that the users who are located outside the nominal cell boundary (defined by the
maximum transmit power) will have negative average utility from their transmissions, which complies with the notion of a cell as “the area served by one access
point”.
We normalize all the positive and negative utilities with the utility of a successful transmission. Therefore, when a user transmits a packet successfully, it
enjoys a positive normalized utility of 1. Similarly, when a user has to transmit a
packet at full power, it incurs a normalized transmission energy cost of 1. We refer
to the normalized transmission energy cost simply as the “transmission cost” and
denote it as enk where the subscript n indicates the user index and k indicates the
channel index. Thus, the overall utility of a successful transmission will be 1 − enk
whereas the utility of a failed transmission will be −enk .

Transmission Cost
We model the transmission cost of a user at a given time slot to be the ratio of the
transmit power that the user needs to use in order to reach the required SNR level
at the receiver to the maximum transmit power that the user terminal can supply.
Thus, the transmission cost depends on the user’s channel conditions in that time
slot. It is important to note that, the user will not need to do any modeling when
it is operating in the MRA system. Depending on the modulation and rate scheme
and the receiver’s SNR requirement, the user will simply know its required transmit power. By dividing this required power by its maximum transmit power, the
user will obtain the transmission cost. The modeling we do here is intended to be
used in our simulations of the performance of the MRA system.
Using the distance dependent, shadow and Rayleigh fading components together, we can express the received power at a given time slot as:
Pr =

Pt
Pt SRCD
SR =
Ddist
dα fβ

(2.2)

where S [dB] ∼ N(0, σ [dB]) and R ∼ Exponential(1).
As mentioned earlier, if a user is transmitting at the cell border with maximum
transmit power, its average transmission cost will be equal to the positive utility
of a successful transmission. This implies that, a user who is at the cell border and
transmitting with Pmax will on average just satisfy the received power requirement
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at the AP. This can be expressed as


Pmax CD
Pmax SRCD
= α
E[S]E[R]
P0 = E[Pr ] = E
β
β
dα
(f)f
d
max
max (f)f

(2.3)

because S and R are independent and all other quantities are constants. This expression can be further simplified as
P0 = E[Pr ] =

Pmax CD
.
β
dα
max (f)f

(2.4)

We define the coverage area on a given frequency as the area where a transmitter which is transmitting on that frequency using less than or equal to its maximum transmit power can in average fulfill the received power requirement at
the receiver. It is interesting to note that the coverage area will be a function of the
frequency of transmission as seen in figure 2.2. Since attenuation increases with increasing frequency, the coverage area will be reduced as frequency of transmission
increases. This implies that in the regions where the distance of the transmitter is
less than dmax (fmax ) a user will be able to transmit on all frequencies, whereas if
the distance of the user is between [dmax (fmax ), dmax (fmin )] the user will not be able
to use some of the available frequencies. If the user is farther than dmax (fmin ) then
the user will not be able to communicate with the AP using any of the frequencies. This situation is illustrated in figure 2.2. In this system, user u1 , which is at
distance d1 , can reach the AP over all frequencies in [fmin , fmax ]. However, user u2 ,
which is beyond dmax (fmax ), cannot transmit packets to the AP on fmax . Therefore
this user is not considered in the system.
f max
f min

fmax

fm

in

u2
d2

u1

d1

dmax(fmax)
dmax(fmin)

Figure 2.2: Coverage area in heterogeneous channel systems
As for the MRA system, in which the coverage area depends on the frequency,
we assume that the cell is defined as the area where a user can communicate with
the AP over all available frequencies, in other words, dmax = dmax (fmax ). This
assumption simplifies the analysis, however, it overlooks the cases where there
may be users in the region d ∈ [dmax (fmax ), dmax (fmin )].
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As mentioned previously, we normalize all the positive and negative utilities
with the utility of a successful transmission. We had also assumed that the positive
utility of a successful transmission is equal to the negative utility of transmitting a
packet at maximum power. Thus, we can obtain the normalized transmission cost
of a user on a given channel and time slot by normalizing the required transmission power with the maximum transmission power of the terminal. The transmit
power required by a user transmitting on some frequency fk and at some distance
dn is:
β
P0 dα
Pt SRCD
n fk
P0 =
=⇒
P
=
(2.5)
t
β
SRCD
dα
n fk
We also know
P0 =

Pmax CD
β
dα
max (fmax )fmax

=⇒ Pmax =

β
P0 dα
max (fmax )fmax
CD

(2.6)

So we can obtain the normalized transmission cost as
enk

Pt
=
=
Pmax

β
P0 dα
n fk
SRCD
β
P0 dα
max (fmax )fmax
CD

=



dn
dmax (fmax )

α 

fk
fmax

β

1
S·R

(2.7)

Again, if we assume that the available channels are close enough in frequency so
that A(f) is almost constant, then we get

α
dn
1
enk =
(2.8)
dmax (fmax )
S·R
which is the model used in [P1] and [P2].
We assume maximum transmit power of all terminals are equal by manufacturing or by regulatory rules, therefore the above result is valid for all users.

2.4

Model Limitations

As it will be apparent in later chapters, the results of our analysis of the MRA system will depend on the distribution of the pathgains rather than the exact pathgains
at any given time, and the selfish nature of the users’ behavior in the system will
have a much stronger impact on system performance than the exact pathgain values. Therefore, any fading model that takes into account the essential properties of
propagation would be appropriate for the analysis in this work. In the ideal case
and incidentally in practice, an empirically obtained distribution of pathgains in
the system considered could be used as input for the analysis done in this work,
thus obtaining the most accurate representation of the selfish MRA system’s performance.
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Furthermore, we try to obtain most results in closed form or in terms of integrals of CDFs and PDFs. Therefore, the results will be general, and not depend
on the exact pathgains very much. Therefore the analytical results should be valid
over a wide range of propagation models, if not all of them. We use our particular
propagation model only to illustrate the performance of the system with simulations.
Since in our system user behavior and hence the performance depends on the
normalized transmission costs, and many of the scaling factors, correction factors,
etc. included in the detailed pathloss models will be cancelled out in the normalized transmission cost. We use a simple propagation model that does not incorporate many detailed, low level factors, but takes into account high level factors
common to all the widely used propagaion models: distance dependence (power
law), shadowing, rayleigh fading. We use parameters which are also widely used
by the more detailed models, which assume α ∈ [3, 5] and σ ∈ [4, 10].

2.5

Appendix: Common propagation models

Here we provide a list of the distance dependence and frequency dependence aspects of various channel models in literature. In the functions listed here, all parameters such as correction or scaling factors that appear in the original channel
models but are not related to distance dependence or frequency dependence are
removed so that only the relevant aspects of these models are seen.
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Table 2.1: Distance dependence in common pathloss models
Propagation model

Distance dependence

Okumura-Hata [Hat80]
Urban area,
medium-small city
COST 231-Hata model
[DC99]
COST 231-WalfischIkegami model [DC99]
LOS
COST 231-WalfischIkegami model non-LOS,
Lrts + Lmsd > 0
WINNER II [KMH+ 07],
Urban microcell,
non-LOS
WINNER II urban
macrocel, non-LOS
3GPP SCM [3GP11],
urban/suburban
macrocell, non-LOS
3GPP SCM, urban
microcell, non-LOS

(44.9 − 6.55 log10 hb ) log10 d =
36.38 log10 d for 20m BS antenna

Corresponding
pathloss
exponent
3.6

(44.9 − 6.55 log10 hb ) log10 d =
36.38 log10 d for 20m BS antenna
26 log10 d

3.6

20 log10 d + kd log10 d =
38 log10 d where kd = 18 for BS
above rooftop level
40 log10 d1 + 10(1.84 . . . 2.8) ·
log10 d2 = 58.4 . . . 68 log10 d
assuming d1 = d2 = d/2
(44.9 − 6.55 log10 hBS ) log10 d =
36.38 log10 d for 20m BS antenna
(44.9 − 6.55 log10 hb ) log10 d =
36.38 log10 d for 20m BS antenna

3.8

38 log10 d

3.8

2.6

6...7

3.6
3.6
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Table 2.2: Frequency dependence in common pathloss models
Propagation model
Okumura-Hata [Hat80]
Urban area, medium-small
city
COST 231-Hata model
[DC99]
COST 231-Walfisch-Ikegami
model [DC99] LOS
COST 231-Walfisch-Ikegami
model non-LOS,
Lrts + Lmsd > 0, medium
sized city
COST 231 building
penetration loss model
[DC99], LOS
COST 231 building
penetration loss model,
non-LOS
WINNER II [KMH+ 07],
Urban microcell, non-LOS
WINNER II urban macrocel,
non-LOS
3GPP SCM [3GP11],
urban/suburban macrocell,
non-LOS
3GPP SCM, urban microcell,
non-LOS

Frequency dependence
26.16 log10 f + (1.1hm − 1.56) log10 f =
26.25 log10 f for 1.5m MS antenna
33.9 log10 f + (1.1hm − 1.56) log10 f = 34 log10 f
for 1.5m MS antenna
20 log10 f
20 log10 f + 10 log10 f + kf log10 f =
f
25.3 log10 f + 0.7 925MHz
log10 f =
25.9 . . . 26.81 log10 f for the model’s frequency
range 800 < f < 2000 MHz
20 log10 f
Modeled in the pathloss calculation outside
the building.
2.7 log10 f + 3 log10 f = 5.7log10 f
23 log10 f
(35.46 − 1.1hm ) log10 f = 33.81 log10 f for
1.5m MS antenna

(24.5 + 1.5f/925) log10 f =
(25.8 . . . 27.74) log10 f for the model’s
frequency range 800 < f < 2000 MHz
Delisle’s models [DLLC85]
Most of the investigated models show
20 log10 f as dependence of pathloss on
frequency with the exception of
Blomquist-Ladell model, which shows
(6 . . . 7) log10 f.
Blaunstein’s microcell models [BBS04]
Urban, BS > rooftops
10 log10 f
Urban, BS = rooftops
(15 . . . 20) log10 f
Urban, BS < rooftops
(30 . . . 50) log10 f
Suburban, BS > rooftops
0 log10 f (no dependence)
Suburban, BS = rooftops
5 log10 f
Suburban, BS < rooftops
(35 . . . 40) log10 f
“Ericsson model” [Ber95],
20 log10 f
one of the microcell models
in COST 231
Free space (Frii’s equation)
20 log10 f
[Bal05]

Chapter 3

Game theoretic models
The mathematical tool that we use in our analysis of the selfish users’ behavior
in the MRA system is game theory. In this chapter, we describe the mathematical
models we use in our analysis, and we describe our model of the MRA system in
game theoretic terms. At the end of this chapter we give a very brief introduction
to game theory and describe the general concepts that appear in our analysis.
In order to answer the questions posed in the problem formulation, that is, in
order to determine how selfish users will behave in an MRA system, we need to
analyze the behavior of individual users who have potentially conflicting interests
with other users in the system. Since users are selfish, they do not take commands
from a central decision entity, therefore the users in the MRA system are the decision makers themselves. When a user is making transmissions in the MRA system,
its transmission decisions will influence the performance that other users will experience because of the nature of radio propagation, and the performance of this
user will be, in turn, influenced by the transmission decisions of the other users
in the system. Therefore, each selfish user needs to take into account the possible
actions of other users when it is going to make a transmission decision. Because
we study the interaction between the users which are individual decision makers,
and because there is this inherent antagonistic interaction between the users of a
wireless system, it is fitting that we analyze the users’ behavior and the resulting
system performance using game theory.

3.1

Scope and discussion of game theoretic models

As we describe later in this chapter, one archetypal solution concept in game theoretic analysis is the so-called Nash equilibrium. The solution of a game may exhibit
a unique Nash equilibrium, in which case it is reasonable to assume that all the rational players that take part in this game will choose their actions indicated by this
unique equilibrium. However, obtaining a single solution, that is, a unique Nash
25
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equilibrium is not the case in all games. Frequently, we come across game models
that result in a multitude of Nash equilibria. In this work, when our game theoretic analysis leads to multiple Nash equilibria, we try to identify all possible Nash
equilibria in the game. When it comes to making numerical simulations to obtain
a representation of the system performance in terms of utilities that we discussed
earlier, we make an “ensemble average” of the system performance. We consider
that somehow the system will exist at one of the possible Nash equilibrium states,
so we try to quantify the system performance in a way that will represent the distribution of all possible Nash equilibria that the system may be at.
In the solution of some game formulations, symmetric Nash equilibria may
arise. At such equilibrium points, all players will obtain the same utilities, therefore such equilibria will inherently provide fairness. Some symmetric equilibria
may exhibit other desirable properties such as being a unique equilibrium point
of its kind, that is, it may happen that only a single symmetric equilibria emerges
in a game. Also, the resulting utilities at a symmetric equilibrium may be greater
than utilities in a number of non-symmetric equilibria. In these cases, the symmetric equilibrium may be more preferable for the players than other equilibrium
states, that is, it may be a “focal point”. Thus, the players may be expected to select
their actions so as to reach this symmetric equilibrium point.
On the other hand, if there is no such focal point and there exist a number of
non-symmetric Nash equilibria in the solution of a game, it is not clear why or
how the players will choose actions to reach any one of these many equilibrium
points. Solving this uncertainty is the subject of mechanism design, that is, creating incentives in order to compel players to choose certain actions desired by the
mechanism designer. However, mechanism design is a fairly complex issue, so it
constitutes a research problem in itself. Therefore we do not include mechanism
design and equilibrium selection aspects in our analysis of the selfish MRA system
in this thesis.
In a game, a player could be acting individually or it could be acting jointly
with a group of other players. The former group of games are collectively referred
to as noncooperative games whereas the latter kind of games are called coalitional
games. As mentioned earlier, in this work we model the MRA system only as
a noncooperative game, namely as a strategic game. We do not model the MRA
system as a coalitional game nor investigate incentives for users to act in coalitions.
The rationale behind not considering coalitional games is that, the users (players)
are user terminals communicating with the AP, therefore they do not have means
to communicate directly with each other, at least not on the MAC layer. Therefore
the players would not be able to form coalitions in the first place. Nevertheless,
two or more user terminals could potentially communicate at the application layer
in order to form coalitions. We do not consider this case.

3.2. MRA SYSTEM AS A STRATEGIC GAME

3.2
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MRA System as a Strategic Game

In the MRA system, users act simultaneously because we assume slotted ALOHA
is the underlying medium access method. That is to say, the users access the channel in the beginning of the time slot, so all users make their decisions at the same
time. Therefore we model the interactions of the users (i.e. transmissions) in one
time slot of the MRA system as a strategic game. As a logical extension of our
modeling of one time slot, we model the entirety of the MRA system as a game
which is played over and over again in all time slots in the system. We assume
that the users make no strategic connection between the separate games which are
played in each time slot. This implies that users do not take into account how their
current actions may influence the behavior of other users in the subsequent time
slots, which could be considered as a myopic behavior of the users. Therefore the
users do not try to establish strategic connections between iterations of the game
that is being played. For this reason, we do not model a sequence of transmissions
as a repeated game but as a strategic game instead.
The strategic game formulation is more appropriate for the complete information assumption, in which all players are aware of the parameters related to the
decision making of all other players. Our formulation of the MRA system with
complete information as a strategic game is as follows:
Players : The players in the strategic game are the N users in the MRA system.
N = {1, . . . , n, . . . , N}

(3.1)

Here, by the word “user” we refer to the artificial intelligence on the user
equipment which is tasked with making transmission decisions on behalf
of the owner of the equipment, since the actual person in possession of the
equipment probably will not be engaged in the decision making at the packet
transmission level. Throughout this work, we use the term user and player
interchangeably when it is clear from the context that the users are the decision making entities in a game.
Actions : In each time slot, a user will decide on its action in that time slot, based
on its complete knowledge of its own and other users’ channel conditions.
The set of possible actions for user n is to transmit on any one of the available
channels or to wait.
An = {c1 , . . . , ck , . . . cK , w}
(3.2)
where ck indicates the action of transmitting a packet on channel k, and w
indicates the action of not transmitting in that time slot. Thus, the set of all
action profiles is:
A = ×n∈N An
(3.3)
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Utilities : The preference relation of a user on action profiles can be defined by
means of a utility function. In order to define the utility function Un : A →
R we employ the user utilities we defined earlier, which is the normalized
difference between positive utility of a successful transmission and energy
cost associated with that transmission. Having complete information of all
users’ channel conditions means that users know how much transmit power
each user needs to transmit on each channel in the system, therefore every
user knows every user’s energy costs on all channels. Thus, in the complete
information case, user utility may be simply defined as


1 − enk
un (a) = un (an , a−n ) = −enk


0

if an = ck , @am = an m ∈ N \ {n}

if an = ck , ∃am = an m ∈ N \ {n}

if an = w

(3.4)
Note that the utility of the user depends on the complete action profile a,
that is, the action of user n and actions of all other users in the system.

3.3

MRA System as a Bayesian game

Bayesian games are typically used to model interactions in which the decision
makers are somehow not fully informed about each other’s decision making parameters. Therefore, a Bayesian game formulation is better suited to model the
MRA system with incomplete information than the strategic game formulation.
Below, we formulate the MRA system with incomplete information and heterogeneous channel statistics as a Bayesian game. The homogeneous channel system is
a special case of this game formulation, in which all channel statistics are the same.
Players : Players are the N users in the MRA system: N = {1, . . . , n, . . . , N}, |N| =
N. In the context of the game theoretic analysis of the MRA system, we use
the terms “player” and “user” interchangeably.
States : The entire set of states that the system may be in is the sample space
Ω, which is the set of all possible channel realizations of all the users in
the system. A user’s knowledge of its channel conditions is equivalent to
knowledge of its path gains, its transmit power requirements and hence its
transmission energy costs on all channels. As explained earlier, we model
the channel conditions as the pathloss between the transmitter and the receiver, which is modeled as the combination of distance dependent, shadow
and Rayleigh fading components, thus the possible values that pathloss can
assume in our model is the positive reals. Therefore set of possible states
of the system is Ω = RN×K
. Random variable ω on Ω represents a realiza+
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tion of the channel conditions of all the users on all the channels in the MRA
system.
Signal functions : A player learns its type by observing the output of the signal
function. In the MRA game, the user learns its channel conditions by observing the output of its signal function, which gives the user’s pathloss on all
channels; τn (ω) = (Ln,1 , . . . , Ln,k , . . . , Ln,K ). The set of all output values of
N×K
the signal function is Tn = RK
→ RK
+ . Thus, τn : R+
+.
Prior beliefs : Each user’s prior beliefs about the state of the system is a probability distribution pn (·) on Ω. In the MRA system, a user knows the (possibly correlated) distribution of its channel conditions on all K channels, and
it assumes that the distribution of the channel conditions of other users is
the same as its own. Furthermore, the user assumes that the distribution of
channel conditions of any user is independent of the distribution of channel conditions of any other user. Thus, if we represent the joint probability
density of user n’s channel conditions on the K channels in the system as
fn,K (x1 , . . . , xK ) = fn (x) then the prior belief of user n about the state of naQ
ture is: pn (x1 , . . . , xn , . . . , xN ) = N
n=1 fn (xn ) = pn (ω). We also assume that,
when a user observes its type, that is, its own channel realization, the user
does not obtain any information about the other users’ types. Therefore, posterior beliefs of the user will be equal to the prior beliefs. In the MRA system
with homogeneous channels, we assume that every user’s channel statistics
on every channel is the same.
Actions : The set of possible actions for each player is the different channels in the
system that the user can transmit on: An = {c1 , . . . , ck , . . . cK , w}, |An | = K+1.
We use ck to denote the action of transmitting on channel ck . The set of
action profiles is then A = ×n∈N An . We define a strategy of a player to be
a mapping from the player’s possible types to the player’s possible actions.
Thus, a player’s set of strategies can be denoted as Sn = {sn |sn : Tn → An }.
The set of possible strategy profiles is S = ×n∈N Sn .
Utilities : The utility function of user n as a function of the realization of nature
ω and a strategy profile σ = (sn )N
n=1 ∈ S can be defined as follows:


1 − en (sn (τn (ω)), τn (ω))
un (σ, ω) = −en (sn (τn (ω)), τn (ω))


0

if sn (τn (ω)) 6= sj (τj (ω)), ∀n 6= j

if sn (τn (ω)) = sj (τj (ω)), ∃n 6= j
if sn (τn (ω)) = w

(3.5)
where en : An × Tn → R denotes the function that gives player n’s transmission cost as a function of its chosen action and its type.
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Thus the Bayesian game formulation of the MRA system with incomplete inN
N
N
N
formation is given by the tuple GB = hN, Ω, (An )N
n=1 , (Tn )n=1 , (τn )n=1 , (pn )n=1 , (un )n=1 i.
In the Nash equilibrium of the Bayesian game, player n will try to maximize its
expected utility given that its type is tn .

3.4

Appendix: Game Theory Basics

In this section, we outline some elementary game theoretic concepts and elaborate
on our choice of game models and solution concepts for the analysis of the MRA
system. These definitions constitute the basis of our classification and modeling of
the MRA system as a game. We only mention the game theory concepts that we
have used in the subsequent analysis. For a detailed discussion of various kinds
of games and their solutions, we refer the reader to one of many sources on the
subject, for instance [OR94], [FT93].
Game theory can be considered as a set of mathematical tools to analyze the
interaction between decision makers who are pursuing their individual objectives
while they take others’ behavior into account [OR94]. A “game” systematically describes the possible actions that the decision makers can take, what consequences
that these actions may cause, and which of these consequences the decision makers may be partial to. Each of the decision makers in a game is referred to as a
“player” in game theory contexts. A “solution” is a mathematically precise description of the outcomes that may emerge from the interaction of the players in
the game [OR94].
Different kinds of interactions between decision makers can be modeled using
different forms of so-called games, and game theory provides different solution
concepts according to these various kinds of interactions. For example, two people, or players, may be engaged in making a very simple decision about whether
going to a sports event or a concert. If these two players interact only once, this situation can be modeled as a strategic game, in which case a so called solution of this
game could be the well known Nash equilibrium. If the players are making this
decision over and over again, then this situation could be modeled as a repeated
game, and so called “folk theorems” could be used as solutions to this game. If
the players would be willing to come to a compromise, then this situation could
be modeled as a bargaining game and the corresponding solution could be Nash
bargaining solution. As this simple example illustrates, game theory provides an
array of game forms and solution concepts to analyze the interaction between decision makers. Therefore, it is important to choose an appropriate game form to
model the interaction between players, and it is important to select an appropriate
solution concept.
We assume that the players in a game are rational. A rational player has knowledge of its possible actions, and calculates the expectations over uncertainties in-
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volved in these actions [OR94]. Also, a rational user prefers some actions to other
actions; a rational decision maker will choose the action which has the most preferable consequence for the player. This description of rational behavior can be expressed in mathematical notation as follows [OR94]:
• A decision maker (player) can choose its action from a set A of possible actions.
• Each of these actions will have a consequence, which constitutes the set C.
• A consequence function g : A → C maps an action to a consequence.
• A preference relation % can be defined on the set C. It is also possible to
describe the preference relation using a utility function U : C → R such that
U(x) > U(y) ⇐⇒ x % y. It is explained in [NM53] that, if the preference
relation % satisfies certain axioms, it is possible to determine the numerical
utility function that represents this preference relation up to a linear transformation. Note that the utility function can be also defined on the set of
action profiles, e.g. U : A → R.
According to this notation, a rational player will choose an action a? ∈ A which
satisfies g(a? ) % g(a) for all a ∈ A, equivalently, a? ∈ arg maxa∈A U(g(a)).
Furthermore, if the player is uncertain about the consequence of an action, e.g.
if the action of other players involve some randomness, then the consequence
function g will be stochastic and the player will choose an action that will maximize the expected value of the the utility function U which corresponds to this
stochastic consequence function g. If the random nature of the consequence function is not known to the player, the player will assume a probability distribution
according to its beliefs. In mathematical notation, the player will assume a sample space Ω that represents all possible realizations of the unknown aspect of the
game, a probability measue over Ω that represents the likelihood of these realizations, and an event ω in Ω. Then the consequence function can be defined
as g : A × Ω → C, and the corresponding utility function can be defined as
u : C → R. In this case, the player will choose the action that will maximize
the expected value of the utility function u(g(a, w)). So, the player will choose an
action a? ∈ arg maxa∈A Eω [u(g(a, ω))].

Strategic Game Definition
A strategic game is a game in which all the players select their actions at the same
time and only once [OR94]. A strategic game is defined by
• the set of players N = {1, . . . , N}
• the set of actions An for each player n ∈ N
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• preference relations of players, (%n )N
n=1 , defined on the set of action profiles
A = ×n∈N An , or preference relations defined on the set of consequences,
where the action profiles are mapped to consequences with a function g :
A → C. Alternatively, a preference relation %n may be expressed by means
of a “utility function” (or “payoff function”) which maps action profiles to
utilities Un : A → R so that Un (a) > Un (b) ⇐⇒ a %n b.

If there are uncertainties in the game, such as some random factor which influences the consequences, the consequence function can be generalized to account for this randomness [OR94]. Then we would define a probability space
Ω, a probability measure over Ω, an event ω and a new consequence function
g : A × Ω → C. In this new formulation, if the action profile is a ∈ A and
the random event is ω ∈ Ω then the consequence would be g(a, ω). The new
preference relation (%?n ), which is based on the newly defined consequence function, would be: a %n b ⇐⇒ g(a, ·) %?n g(b, ·) for a, b ∈ A. That is, the
action profile a is more preferable for player n than the action profile b if and
only if the the random consequence (a lottery) of action profile a is more preferable than the random consequence of action profile b. This preference over lotteries can also be expressed in terms of expectations of utility functions. If the
utility functions are defined as un : A × Ω → R then the preferences would be
a %n b ⇐⇒ Eω [un (a, ω)] > Eω [un (b, ω)].
Using these three defining constituents of a game, we can define a strategic
N
game using the tuple hN, (An )N
n=1 , (%n )n=1 i or using utility functions instead of
N
preference relations as hN, (An )n=1 , (un )N
n=1 i. In the case where the consequence
or utility functions are stochastic, we would describe the games as hN, (An )N
n=1 , Ω,
N
N
(%n )N
i
or
hN,
(A
)
,
Ω,
(u
)
i.
n n=1
n n=1
n=1
The strategic game form can be used to model a single game as well as a number of iterations of the same game played in succession [OR94]. It is important to
note that, a game which is played for a number of times, one after the other, can
be modeled as a strategic game only if the players form no strategic connections
between the iterations of the game that is being played. It is this property of the
modeling, the property that users do not form a strategy that spans a number of
iterations of the game in question, that separates modeling a sequence of games as
a strategic game from modeling them as a “repeated game”, which is a game form
in which the users do establish connections between their strategies in several iterations of the game being played.

Nash equilibrium
As we have mentioned earlier, a solution of a game is a systematic description of the
outcomes that may arise considering users’ preferences over the consequences of
the actions they take in the game. Perhaps the most widely used solution concept
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in game theory is the Nash equilibrium which is defined as an action profile (a?n )N
n=1
such that no player is able to improve its utility by changing its action provided
that the rest of the players choose their respective actions in this equilibrium action
profile [OR94]. In mathematical terms, the Nash equilibrium of a strategic game
N
?
hN, (An )N
n=1 , (un )n=1 i is an action profile a ∈ A such that
un (a?n , a?−n ) > un (an , a?−n ) for all n ∈ N, an ∈ An .

(3.6)

We can express the same equilibrium using preference relations as
(a?n , a?−n ) %n (an , a?−n ) for all n ∈ N, an ∈ An .

(3.7)

Alternatively, we may define a best response function for each user, which is a set
valued function defined as Bn (a−n ) = {an ∈ An : un (an , a−n ) > un (an0 , a−n )}
for all an0 ∈ An . In other words, Bn (a−n ) gives the best response of player n to the
profile of actions a−n of the rest of the players. Using the best response function,
we can define the Nash equilibrium as the action profile a? such that
a?n ∈ Bn (a?−n ) for all n ∈ N.

(3.8)

This expression of the Nash equilibrium illustrates that, in an action profile which
is a Nash equilibrium, each player’s chosen action is that player’s best response to
the action profile of the rest of the players in this equilibrium profile. Finally, it is
important to note that the Nash equilibrium only describes a state of a game from
which the users will not diverge, it does not describe how the users may arrive at
this state.

Mixed Extension of the Strategic Game
Here, we describe the mixed extension of a strategic game, again following the
N
exposition of [OR94]. Let’s consider a strategic game G = hN, (An )N
n=1 , (%n )n=1 i,
in which players do not choose their actions with certainty, but rather their actions are expressed in probabilities. Then, such players are said to be mixing their
strategies. In the situations that the players’ actions are not deterministic, players’
preferences among these probabilistic action profiles can be modeled in terms of
lotteries over the set of action profiles A = ×n∈N An . We assume that the preference relations of players satisfy von Neumann and Morgenstern utility axioms
[NM53] so that we can represent the preferences of player n using a utility function
un : A → R. This assumption essentially allows us to represent users’ preferences
over lotteries using the expected values of the players’ utility functions. Thus,
N
we can extend the strategic game G = hN, (An )N
n=1 , (un )n=1 i to accommodate the
situations in which players choose actions that may be represented as probability
distributions. In the mixed extension of the strategic game, which we call GM , the
set of players is the same as the original strategic game G. The actions of player n
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are defined as probability distributions over An , which is the set of actions in G.
Let D(An ) be the set of all probability distributions on the action set An of player
n. Thus, the set D(An ) constitutes all possible actions of the player in the extended game GM . A probability distribution αn ∈ D(An ) is called a mixed strategy
of player n where αn (an ) denotes the probability assigned to the action an ∈ An
in the probability distribution αn . Note that the actions an are also members of
the set D(An ), which can be represented using degenerate probability distributions e(·) such that e(an ) assigns probability 1 to an and zero to all other actions.
These degenerate probability distributions in D(An ), are called pure strategies of
the player. When the actions of players are given by a profile of mixed strategies
α = (αn )N
then the probability of the action profile a = (an )N
n=1 ∈ A to take
Qn=1
place is n∈N αn (an ). Therefore, utility of player n in the mixed extension game
GM can be defined as the expected utility of player n when the players’ mixed
strategies are given by the profile α; Un : ×n∈N D(An ) → R where
X Y
Un (α) = Ea∈A [un (a)] =
αn (an )un (a)
(3.9)
a∈A n∈N

Thus, the mixed extension GM of the strategic game G can be defined as another
strategic game GM = hN, (D(An ))n∈N , (Un )n∈N i. A mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of G is defined to be a Nash equilibrium of GM . Thus, if there is a mixed
strategy profile α? in GM which satisfies (3.6) then α? is called a mixed strategy
Nash equilibrium of G. Note that a Nash equilibrium action profile a? of a strategic game G is also a Nash equilibrium action profile of the mixed extension GM ,
where the profile a? can be represented as a mixed strategy profile α? of degenerate mixed strategies; α?n = e(an ). Thus, every Nash equilibrium of G is a degenerate mixed strategy equilibrium of G as well.
A very useful lemma concerning mixed strategies is the following [OR94]. “Let
N
?
G = hN, (An )N
n=1 , (un )n=1 i be a finite strategic game. Then α ∈ ×n∈N D(An ) is a
mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of G if and only if for every player n, every pure
strategy in the support of α?n is a best response to α?−n .” The interpretation is that,
if a player’s mixed strategy at a mixed Nash equilibrium is αn , then the player
will be indifferent to playing its mixed strategy αn or one of its pure strategies in
the support of αn , provided that the other players use the same mixed strategies
in α−n . That is to say, whichever pure strategy in the support of αn that the player
plays, it will obtain the same utility as playing its mixed strategy αn . That is, if
αn (an ) > 0 then Un (e(an )) = Un (αn ).

Bayesian Game Definition
As mentioned in the strategic game definition above, when there are uncertainties in a game that influence the consequences of users’ actions, the consequence
function or the utility function can be extended to incorporate this randomness.
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Another approach to account for randomness or users’ lack of perfect information in a game is to formulate this game as a Bayesian game. The game theoretic
formulation of many games with incomplete information in literature follow the
example of Harsanyi [Har67]. Our Bayesian game formulation follows the format
in [OR94] and [FT93], which also follow [Har67].
In a Bayesian game, there are a set N of players, and each of the players n ∈ N
have a set of actions An . The players’ lack of complete information is modeled
with the help of a random notion which can be named “state of nature”. The state
of nature is modeled with a sample space Ω, and any realization of the state of
nature is represented with a random variable ω on Ω. Each player has its own
prior beliefs about the state of nature, pn (·), which are probability distributions on
Ω.
Players are assumed to obtain information about which state the nature is in
via a signal function τn . Every player has its own signal function. We denote as
Tn the set of all output values the function τn can get, that is, Tn = {tn : tn =
τn (ω), ω ∈ Ω}. Each element in Tn is called a “type” of player n. When a state
of nature, ω has been realized, each player observes the output of its own signal
function, τn (ω), and learns its respective type. For the sake of the Bayesian game
definition that we give here, we consider Tn = {tn,1 , . . . , tn,Tn } to be a finite set, and
|Tn | = Tn . Incidentally, [Har67], [OR94], [FT93] all discuss Bayesian games with
finite Ω and Tn but they mention that the definition can be extended to infinite Ω
and Tn situations.
Note that many states of nature can lead to the same type for player n; that is,
it is possible to have τn (ω1 ) = τn (ω2 ) = tn for some ω1 , ω2 ∈ Ω. Therefore, when
a player observes its type (i.e. output of its signal function), the player thinks that
the state of nature must be in the set τ−1
n (tn ). Following the observation of its type,
the player assigns posterior beliefs to states of nature, using Bayes’ rule, hence the
pn (ω)
name Bayesian game: Pr(ω | tn ) = p (τ
if ω ∈ τ−1
−1
n (tn ), otherwise 0.
(t ))
n

n

n

Having described the constituents of a Bayesian game, we can now define the
Nash equilibrium of the Bayesian game GB in terms of the Nash equilibrium of
a strategic game Gs , whose definition is closely related to GB . The set of players
in Gs is the set of all pairs (n, tn ) such that n ∈ N and tn ∈ Tn . Since a player’s
type in GB influences that player’s preferences, we treat each (n, tn ) as a separate
P
player in Gs . Thus, there are n∈N Tn different players in Gs . The interpretation
of this player set definition is that, the action that player (n, tn ) takes in Gs is the
action that player n would take in GB if its type were tn . The set of all action
profiles in Gs is then A = ×n∈N (×tj ∈Tj Aj ). An action profile as ∈ A in Gs would
be
as = (a(1, t1,1 ), . . . , a(1, t1,T1 ), . . . , a(N, tN,1 ), . . . , a(N, tN,TN ))
where a(n, tn ) denotes the action of the player (n, tn ).

(3.10)
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We can define the players’ preference relations in Gs in the following way. Let
the realization of nature’s state ω be such that the players in GB have received the
N
signals (τn (ω))N
n=1 = (tn )n=1 . In this case, the posterior belief of player n, that is,
its belief that nature is in state ω after having observed the output of its own signal
pn (ω)
function to be tn , is the conditional probability p (τ
. Now we can define a
−1
n (tn ))
n
lottery, that is, a probability distribution over actions, using a player’s posterior
belief and an action profile as . In this lottery, which we denote as Ln (as , tn ) the
pn (ω)
player n in GB assigns its posterior belief of ω, which is the probability p (τ
,
−1
(t ))
n

n

n

to each action a(j, τj (ω)) in as if ω ∈ τ−1
n (tn ). The player assigns probability 0 to
−1
actions a(j, τj (ω)) if ω ∈
/ τn (tn ). This means that, after player n in GB observes
tn it calculates its posterior belief about all states of nature. If the player thinks
that some state of nature is possible to have occurred, then the player assigns its
belief of the probability of this state of nature to the action that player (j, τm (ω))
has chosen in as . Then, we define the preference relations of players (n, tn ) in
Gs as as %(n,tn ) bs ⇐⇒ Ln (as , tn ) %n Ln (bs , tn ). This means that, the player
(n, tn ) in Gs prefers the action profile as to bs in Gs if and only if the player n in
GB prefers the lottery Ln (as , tn ) to the lottery Ln (bs , tn ) in GB .
Note that for a given player n, the profile of actions sn = (a(n, tn ))tn ∈Tn
in Gs describes how player n would act in GB in all possible realizations of its
type tn , and hence in all possible realizations of ω. Therefore, this profile of
actions describes a mapping from player n’s types to player n’s actions in GB ,
that is, sn : Tn → An . The interpretation of players’ preferences in Gs is that,
player (n, tn ) in Gs prefers an action profile a over b if and only if player n in
GB prefers the random consequences of using the mapping described by sn =
(a(n, tn ))tn ∈Tn over the random consequences of using the mapping described
by sn0 = (b(n, tn ))tn ∈Tn .
We can summarize the Bayesian game definition and the Nash equilibrium of
N
a Bayesian game as follows. The Bayesian game GB = hN, Ω, (An )N
n=1 , (Tn )n=1 ,
N
N
N
(τn )n=1 , (pn )n=1 , (%n )n=1 i can be defined with the help of the terms explained
above. The Nash equilibrium of the Bayesian game GB will be the Nash equilibrium of the strategic game Gs which can be defined as [OR94]:
• Players: Set of all pairs (n, tn ), n ∈ N, tn ∈ Tn .
• Actions: Set of actions An for each player (n, tn ).
• Preference relations: %(n,tn ) as defined above.
The behavior of a player in the Nash equilibrium of a Bayesian game will be such
that, each player, having observed its type, forms its posterior belief about the
state that nature is in. Based on this belief, each player chooses the most preferable
action using its posterior belief of other players’ actions.
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Although we have defined the Bayesian game and its Nash equilibrium very
elaborately in terms of player preferences, it is somewhat cumbersome to work
with preference relations; when we are trying to obtain the Nash equilibrium, it is
usually easier to work with utility functions instead. We can define the Bayesian
game and its Nash equilibrium using utility functions in the following way. Let
N
ω ∈ Ω be any state of nature, and (τn (ω))N
n=1 = (tn )n=1 be the player types when
the state of nature is ω. Let An be the set of actions and probability distribution
pn (·) on Ω be the prior belief of player n. Let un : A × Ω → R denote the utility function of player n, which is a function of all players’ actions and the state
of nature. To define the Nash equilibrium of the Bayesian game, we broaden the
concept of player actions to be mappings from nature’s states to players’ actions.
To prevent confusion between a player’s actions and mappings from the player’s
types to the player’s action sets, we refer to such mappings as the player’s strategies. Thus, in this broadened definition of player strategies, player n’s strategy in
the Nash equilibrium of the Bayesian game is a choice of mapping from player n’s
types Tn to its set of actions An , which we can denote as sn : Tn → An . Thus,
the set of all such mappings, Sn = {sn |sn : Tn → An } constitute player n’s strategies in this broadened strategy set definition. In this definition, the set of strategy
profiles would be S = ×n∈N Sn . Let σ(·), σ 0 (·) ∈ S be two strategy profiles, where
0
0
σ(·) = (sn (·))N
n=1 represents any strategy profile in S and σ (·) = (sn (·), s−n (·)) is
0
the strategy profile when player n chooses the mapping sn (·) and all other users
choose the same mappings as in profile σ(·). For a given profile t = (tn )N
n=1 of
player types, this strategy profile would be represented as shown below
σ 0 (t) = (sn0 (tn ), s−n (t−n )) = (s1 (t1 ), . . . , sn−1 (tn−1 ), sn0 (tn ), sn+1 (tn+1 ), . . . , sN (tN )).
(3.11)
Then, the strategy profile σ(·) is a Nash equilibrium of the Bayesian game GB if
each player’s strategy in the strategy profile σ(·) satisfies [FT93]:
X
X
sn (·) ∈ arg max
pn (ωn , ω−n )un (sn0 (τn (ωn )), s−n (τ−n (ω−n )), (ωn , ω−n ))
|
{z
}
0
sn (·)∈Sn ω ∈
ω
∈
n

−n

−1
τ−1
n (tn ) τ−n (t−n )

σ 0 (t)

(3.12)
Equivalently, for all tn
X
sn (tn ) ∈ arg max
pn (ω−n | tn )un (sn0 (tn ), s−n (t−n ), (ωn , ω−n )) (3.13)
0 (t )∈A
sn
n
n ω−n ∈
τ−1
n (tn )

So, for all tn
sn (tn ) ∈ arg max Eω−n |tn [un (σ 0 ((τn (ω))N
n=1 ), ω)]

(3.14)

0 (t )∈A
sn
n
n

The interpretation of this Nash equilibrium strategy profile σ is that, player n will
observe its type, and then it will try to maximize its expected utility conditioned
on the observation that its type is tn by choosing the action which is dictated by
its strategy in this Nash equilibrium profile.

Chapter 4

Selfish MRA with complete
information
Dynamic spectrum access systems enable more efficient utilization of spectrum
resources, however this benefit may be offset by the added complexity of these
systems when the resource management is performed in a centralized way. This
disadvantage of complexity may also be compounded by scalability problems in
centralized DSA systems. Therefore distributed DSA systems may constitute a
worthwhile alternative to centralized DSA implementations. In distributed implementations, users in a network may choose to access system resources in a cooperative manner which will improve the overall resource utilization in the system, or
users may choose to act selfishly which will benefit themselves and not necessarily other users’ resource utilization. In view of this observation, we are interested
in identifying how selfish users will act in a DSA system, and what will be the
impact of this selfish behavior on system performance when the selfish DSA system is compared with a cooperative one. To this end, we make a game theoretic
analysis of a multichannel ALOHA system in which users have complete knowledge of all parameters they need in their decision making. This chapter presents
an overview of [P1], which covers the analysis of the multichannel random access
system described in chapter 2 under complete information assumption.

4.1

Related Work

This section presents an overview of previous work on various aspects of the general problem of selfish users in multichannel random access networks. We broadly
divide the previous work into two categories as works on selfish random access
systems and works on multichannel systems.
39
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Random access systems with selfish users
Random access systems have been extensively studied using game theoretic approaches. One of the earliest examples is [Zan91] which studies jamming in a multihop slotted ALOHA network by modeling the interaction between jammer and
network nodes as a zero-sum game between two players. Another early example
of works on random access systems with a game theoretic approach is [MW01],
which considers a slotted ALOHA system with a single collision channel in which
all users are selfish. An extension of this work to multipacket reception model is
done in [MW03] in which the successful reception of packets is modeled statistically. Both of these works assume complete information and do not take channel
state information into account.
In [HIZ11] the authors analyze a single channel slotted ALOHA system with
power capture in presence of selfish users. They calculate the selfish users’ transmission probability at the equilibrium of the system under complete and incomplete information assumptions. In the complete information case, only the users
with more favorable channel conditions decide to transmit packets due to capture
effect. The channel model in this work is somewhat simple; transmission costs for
all users in all time slots are the same. The results in [HIZ11] are a subset and an
extension of [Hul08], both of which provide an extensive overview of the literature
on random access systems with selfish users.

Multichannel random access systems
Multichannel random access systems have also been widely studied in literature;
these works usually consider ALOHA systems [Szp83] but occasionally other MAC
methods like CSMA [FCH09] or other novel MAC methods are considered as well
[BZ06]. Most of the earlier works treat MRA systems with a cooperative point of
view, e.g. [Szp83], but more recently MRA systems with selfish users are treated as
well [FCH09]. In [Szp83] the steady state probabilities of the number of users in a
multichannel slotted ALOHA system is calculated by Markov chain analysis and
system stability is investigated. Earlier works on MRA systems such as [Szp83]
typically do not consider CSI either.
In [FCH09] the authors consider the case where selfish users in a MRA system
have multiple radios which they use to transmit on multiple channels simultaneously. Each of the channels in the system are contention based and users access
these channels following the CSMA/CA protocol for medium acccess. They study
the problem of how the selfish users would allocate their radios on the available
channels and subsequently how the selfish users would access the medium following the CSMA/CA protocol. They show that the channel allocation game results
in a fair and load balancing equilibrium and the channel access game leads to a
Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium. They analyze these problems under complete
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information assumption and provide a distributed algorithm to reach the equilibria with local information. One fundamental difference of this paper and our analysis, other than the fact that we study ALOHA, is that in this paper selfish users
do not take into account their channel state information other than the number of
radios on a particular channel when they form their channel selection strategies.

4.2

Contributions

The subject of multichannel random access with selfish users is broad and the
literature on the subject is extensive. Above, we provided a sample of the previous work which is more relevant to the particular problem that we study. To our
knowledge, there is not any comprehensive analysis of multichannel random access systems with selfish users in which the selfish users determine their channel
access strategies according to their channel state information.
In [P1], we consider selfish users in the MRA system which we have described
in chapter 2. We assume that the users have complete information, that is, every user knows the transmission costs of all users in the system. User utilities are
modeled as described in chapter 2, which is a combination of a user’s gain from
successful transmission and user’s energy cost for that transmission. We model the
user interactions in the selfish MRA system as a game and analyze user behavior in
the Nash equilibria of the system. We then compare the performance of the selfish
MRA system with three cooperative systems; the scheduling system represents a
cooperative system whose performance is optimum, the maxmin fair system represents a cooperative system with fairness objective and a classic ALOHA system
in which cooperative users try to maximize throughput without regard to their
utilities. The performance metrics we use are sum utilities, which represent the
efficiency in overall resource utilization, and individual utilities, which represent
users’ benefit in the system.
Specifically in [P1], our contributions are:
• analysis of the behavior of selfish users in a MRA system with complete information as a strategic game and characterization of Nash equilibria.
• identification of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of these
Nash equilibria.
• evaluation of system performance in terms of distributions of average sum
utilities and average individual utilities for small system sizes.

4.3

Game theoretic analysis

In this section, we present the game theoretic formulation and analysis in [P1]
using the notation we presented in chapter 3 so as to obtain a uniform notation
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throughout the thesis. Although [P1] uses slightly different terminology and notation, the analytical content is the same. The selfish multichannel random access
system with complete information, which we refer to as MRA-C, can be modeled
N
as a strategic game G = hN, (An )N
n=1 , (un )n=1 i in the following way.
Players: The set of players is N = {1, . . . , n, . . . , N}
Actions: The action set of player n is the set of channels that it can transmit on,
An = {c1 , . . . , ck , . . . cK , w}. The set of all action profiles is A = ×n∈N An .
Utilities: The utility of a player n for a given action profile a ∈ A is 1 − enk if
the user successfully transmits a packet, −enk if the user’s packet collides
with another transmission, and zero if the user’s action is to wait. Here, enk
is the transmission cost which is defined according to our channel model in
section 2.2.


1 − enk if an = ck , @am = an m ∈ N \ {n}
un (a) = un (an , a−n ) = −enk
if an = ck , ∃am = an m ∈ N \ {n}


0
if an = w
(4.1)
The mixed extension of this game can be defined as GM = hN, (D(An ))n∈N ,
(Un )n∈N i.
Players: In GM , the set of players, N, is the same as G.
Actions: The set of actions of player n is the set of mixed strategies D(An ), which
is the set of all possible probability distributions over An . The set of mixed
strategy profiles is ×n∈N D(An ). A mixed strategy is denoted as αn ∈ D(An )
whereas a mixed strategy profile is denoted as α ∈ ×n∈N D(An ).
Utilities: Player n’s utility in a given mixed strategy profile α is defined as the
expected value of its utility function in G at that mixed strategy profile;
P
Q
Un (α) = Ea∈A [un (a)] = a∈A n∈N αn (an )un (a). If we substitute (4.1)
in this expected value expression, we obtain:


Un (α) =

K
X

k=1

K
Y


αn (ck ) 
 (1 − αj (ck )) − enk 

(4.2)

j=1
j6=n

Using this game theoretic formulation, we identify the Nash equilibria of G.
We classify the Nash equilibria of G into three groups; pure strategy Nash equilibria, fully mixed Nash equilibria (FMNE) and partially mixed Nash equilibria
(PMNE). Pure strategy equilibria are the Nash equilibria in G, which can also be
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defined as mixed strategy Nash equilibria in which all users are employing degenerate probability distributions. FMNE are the equilibria in which all users are employing mixed strategies, that is, non-degenerate probability distributions. PMNE
are the equilibria in which some users are using pure strategies and some users
are using mixed strategies.
In our discussion on the existence conditions of the various Nash equilibria, we
use the following notation. The set of users which “monopolize” some channels
is Nm . That is, these |Nm | monopolizing users transmit with probability 1 on a
channel, where |Nm | = Nm 6 K. We call the channels that these users transmit on
as monopolized channels, Km . The number of monopolized channels is |Km | =
Km = Nm 6 K. Consequently, Kf = K \ Km is the set of channels which are
not monopolized by users in Nm . Let M denote the set of users which are using
mixed strategies, and Xn denote the set of channels on which a mixed strategy
user n ∈ M transmits. The set of channels on which some mixed strategy users are
S
transmitting is then X = j∈M Xj . Let Mk denote the set of mixed strategy users
that transmit on channel k ∈ X and Nw = N \ (M ∪ Nm ) denote the set of users
who wait.

Pure strategy Nash equilibria
In this class of Nash equilibria, users are employing pure strategies; they either
transmit on one of the K channels in the system, or they wait. The following are
the necessary and sufficient conditions for an action profile a ∈ A to be a pure
strategy Nash equilibrium.
1. If a user monopolizes a channel, then the monopolizing user is the only one
to transmit on that channel.
2. User n ∈ Nm which is monopolizing channel k has enk < 1 and does not
have lower transmission cost on any one of the non-monopolized channels.
That is, enk 6 enj , j ∈ Kf .
3. Waiting users obtain negative utility if they were to transmit on any channel.
That is, if a waiting user n transmits on channel k ∈ Km then it would have
a collision. If this user would transmit on a channel k ∈ Kf , then it would
have negative utility; un (ck , a−n ) = 1 − enk < 0.

Fully mixed Nash equilibrium
In this equilibrium, all users assign positive probability to all actions in their mixed
strategies. There exists a unique fully mixed Nash equilibrium, in which a user n
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employs mixed strategy αn (·) such that

q
N−1 QN

j=1 ejk
αn (an ) = 1 − P enk
1 −
an 6=w αn (an )

if an = ck

(4.3)

if an = w

In order for the FMNE to exist, 0 < αn (an ) < 1 and
satisfied.

P
an

αn (an ) < 1 must be

Partially Mixed Nash Equilibria
Since we define the class of PMNE to be equilibria in which some users are using
pure strategies whereas some are using mixed strategies, the existence conditions
for the PMNE are a combination of pure and FMNE. The necessary and sufficient
conditions for α = (αn )N
n=1 to be a PMNE are:
1. The transmit probabilities of mixed strategy users are
√Q

|Mk |−1
j∈Mk ejk
if an = ck
1−
enk
αn (an ) =
, ∀ck ∈ X, ∀n ∈ Mk .
P
1 − an 6=w αn (an ) if an = w
2.

Q
n∈Mk

(4.4)

(1 − αn (ck )) < emk , ∀k ∈ X, ∀m ∈ M \ Mk .

3. If user n ∈ Nm is monopolizing channel k, and if l ∈ X, then user n has less
utility in monopolizing l to which some users assign positive transmission
probabilities. That is, Un ((e(ck ), α−n )) > Un ((e(cl ), α−n )) where e(an ) denotes a degenerate probability distribution where user n assigns probability
1 to action an .
Q
4. If n ∈ Nw and k ∈ X then j∈Mk (1 − αj (ck )) − en k < 0. That is, for a waiting user, changing to a mixed strategy which assigns positive transmission
probability to a channel on which other mixed strategy users have assigned
positive transmission probabilities results in negative expected utility.
In addition to these conditions listed above, existence conditions that apply to
monopolizing and waiting users in pure strategy equilibria must also be satisfied.
Furthermore, mixed strategy profiles must be valid probability distributions, i.e.,
P
0 < αn (an ) < 1 and an αn (an ) < 1 for n ∈ M.

4.4

Simulation results

The analytical results show that a multitude of equilibria exist in the MRA-C game,
therefore we derived the MRA-C system performance as distributions of average
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sum utilities and average individual utilities. We performed snapshot simulations
with random transmission cost realizations in each snapshot and obtained the distributions of sum and individual utilities using the equilibria from all simulations.
We performed our simulations for small system sizes of less than 5 users and 4
channels due to the exponential growth in the number of equilibria with increasing system sizes.
Typically, in the Nash equilibria of the MRA-C system, mixed strategy users
obtain zero utility whereas pure strategy users obtain positive utilities. The sum
utility distribution in figure 4.1 illustrates that equilibria in which some users obtain positive utilities occur much more frequently than equilibria in which all users
obtain almost zero utility. The ratio of users which obtain positive utilities can
be seen in the individual utility plot in figure 4.2. Approximately 70% of the
users in all Nash equilibria of the MRA-C system obtain positive utilities. Classic ALOHA system gives the worst utilities because the users try to maximize the
system throughput without considering their utilities.
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Figure 4.1: PDF of sum utilities in MRA-C and scheduling systems

4.5

Discussion

The game theoretic analysis that we performed in this paper does not assume
any particular distribution for the channel statistics in the selfish MRA-C system.
Therefore the analysis results are valid for MRA-C systems with both homogeneous and heterogeneous channels. However, when we obtained the simulation
results of the MRA-C system, we assumed the channels to be homogeneous, i.e.
identical transmission cost distributions.
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Figure 4.2: CDF of individual utilities in MRA-C and scheduling systems

The performance of the selfish system is inferior to the cooperative system,
nevertheless, they are comparable for the small system size that we consider. Interestingly, the selfish system does not deteriorate to a “tragedy of commons” where
the system would perform extremely poorly, although we note that the system
we simulated corresponds to a low load scenario. For higher loads, due to the
random access nature of the selfish system, we expect further performance degradation caused by increasing number of collisions.
Obtaining multiple Nash equilibria in the MRA-C game raises the question
of equilibrium selection. Obviously, not all of the existing Nash equilibria in the
MRA-C game are desirable. Therefore, investigating mechanism designs like simple policies enforced by the access point to alter the behavior of selfish users in
order to eliminate undesirable equilibria will be useful in improving the performance of the selfish system.
Complete information assumption in [P1] is a rather strong assumption. It
is impractical because of the required information exchange between the AP and
selfish users. In this respect, we don’t consider selfish MRA systems with complete
information to be an alternative to centralized DSA systems. Nevertheless, we
study this problem to observe the impact of selfish behavior on the performance
of systems with complete information.

Chapter 5

Selfish MRA with Incomplete
Information
In this chapter, we present an overview of the analysis in [P2] and [P3], where
we considered the problem of selfish users in a MRA system in which the users
make their transmission decisions based on incomplete (local) information. The
motivation for studying this problem is essentially the same as we discussed in
chapter 4 for MRA systems with complete information. That is, distributed DSA
systems can be viable alternatives to centralized systems in view of the complexity and scalability drawbacks of centralized systems. However, in contrast to the
complete information analysis, in [P2] and [P3] we are interested in studying the
selfish users’ behavior when they have to base their decisions on incomplete information, because having complete information is a rather strong assumption, and
in practical systems selfish users will most likely have to make their transmission
decisions based on local information.

5.1

Related Work

In [CT08] the authors analyze cooperative and non-cooperative Aloha with capture using game theory. They assume that the users have incomplete information;
the users know their own channel gains but they only know the distribution of
channel gains of other users. Under this assumption they show that at the equilibrium of both the cooperative and non-cooperative games, the users employ a
threshold strategy. Although the problem in [CT08] is fairly similar to our problem formulation, they differ in user utility and power capture models and also
[CT08] does not treat multichannel systems.
In [HIZ11] the authors analyze a single channel slotted ALOHA system with
power capture in presence of selfish users. They calculate the selfish users’ transmission probability at the equilibrium of the system under complete and incom47
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plete information assumptions. In the incomplete information case the selfish
users employ a threshold strategy similar to the results in [CT08] and [WCMAD08].
The results in [HIZ11] are a subset and an extension of [Hul08], both of which provide an extensive overview of the literature on random access systems with selfish
users.
In most analyses of random access systems with selfish users, the performance
of the system when the users are cooperative turns out to be pareto-dominant to
the same system when the users are selfish; in other words, cooperative systems
outperform selfish systems in terms of the aggregate performance of the users. To
address this problem, some works have proposed pricing mechanisms in order to
influence the operating point of a selfish system so that the sum performance of the
selfish system approaches to that of the cooperative system. An example of this
pricing approach in selfish random access systems is [WCMAD08] in which the
authors consider a single channel slotted ALOHA system with selfish users and
incomplete information and treat both collision channel and multipacket reception
cases. In the user utilities, the authors incorporate the packet transmission cost as
a function of the CSI and a network access cost charged by the network for each
transmission. They show that by adjusting the network access cost, it is possible to
influence the equilibrium of the selfish system to maximize throughput or revenue
collected from the network access costs.
One of the works which consider CSI is [BZ06]. In this work the authors consider a MRA system with cooperative users and incomplete information and they
propose a distributed MAC mechanism based on slotted ALOHA which incorporates CSI in transmission probabilities and channel allocation. They show that by
selecting appropriate transmission thresholds and number of channels to transmit, the performance of the distributed system that they propose asymptotically
approaches the performance of a scheduling system. Although the investigated
setting is similar to our problem, we consider selfish users in our analysis.

5.2

Contributions

The scope of the incomplete information analysis in [P2] is a MRA system with
homogeneous and correlated channels. Homogeneous channels implies that the
statistics of channel conditions are the same on all channels in the system. This
assumption applies to situations in which channel separations are smaller than
coherence bandwidth of the channels. Correlated channels implies that the statistics of different channel conditions for the same user at the same time instant are
correlated. The analysis in this paper focuses on the symmetric equilibrium. In
comparison, the scope of the analysis in [P3] is a MRA system with heterogeneous
and independent channels. Heterogeneous channel assumption is a logical extension of the homogeneous channel assumption in [P2], since different channels with
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a large frequency separation are likely to exhibit different statistics. Independent
channel assumption is a simplification to offset the complexity of the game theoretic analysis of the heterogeneous channel system. The analysis in this paper is a
generalization of the analysis in [P2] in that [P3] considers all possible Nash equilibria, including the symmetric equilibrium. Analytical results of [P3] concerning
the symmetric equilibrium when the channel conditions are taken to be identical
reduce to the results in [P2] when the channel conditions are taken to be independent. In the following discussion, we refer to the game analyzed in [P2] as MRA-I
and the game in [P3] as MRA-IH .
Specifically, the contributions in [P2] are given below.
• We formulate the behavior of selfish users in MRA-I as a Bayesian game.
• We analyze this game and derive user strategies at the symmetric Nash equilibrium.
• We quantify the performance loss caused by selfish behavior and incomplete
information in MRA systems
• The results in this paper also show that cooperative users with incomplete
information have a large incentive to act selfishly.
Our contributions in [P3] are the following.
• We formulated the selfish users’ behavior in the MRA-IH system as a Bayesian
game.
• Assuming that a user’s channel statistics on different channels in a given
time slot are independent, we derived user strategies in all Nash equilibria
of the MRA-IH game.
• We proposed an iterative algorithm to obtain transmission probability profiles in a Nash equilibrium, and we showed that this algorithm is guaranteed
to converge to transmission probabilities at a Nash equilibrium.
• We analyzed the performance of the MRA-IH system with selfish users.

5.3

Game theoretic analysis

Both of the MRA systems with incomplete information which are analyzed in [P2]
and [P3] are essentially the same system, therefore we model both of these systems
using the Bayesian game formulation which we present below. The difference
in the two papers’ assumptions on channel statistics do not influence the game
formulation, however it applies to the subsequent game theoretic analysis. The
MRA system with incomplete information can be formulated as follows:
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Players : Players are the N selfish users in the MRA system: N = {1, . . . , n, . . . , N},
|N| = N.
States : A state of the MRA system is the path gains of all N users on the K channels. A sample space Ω represents the set of all possible states of the system.
A random variable ω on Ω represents a realization of path gains in a given
time slot.
Signal functions : A user’s signal function reveals the user’s private information.
Each different output value of the signal function is called a type of the user.
Let the signal function of player n be a function from the MRA system’s
states to player n’s types, τn : Ω → Tn , and the set of types of player n be
Tn = {tn : tn = τn (ω), ω ∈ Ω}. When a user learns its type in the game,
the user learns its path gains on all K channels in the system. We can express
this as τn (ω) = tn = (Ln,1 , . . . , Ln,k , . . . , Ln,K ).
Prior beliefs : The prior belief of user n about the state of the system is the probQN
ability distribution pn (x1 , . . . , xn , . . . , xN ) =
n=1 fn (xn ) = pn (ω) where
fn (x) = fn,K (x1 , . . . , xK ) is the joint probability density of user n’s channel
conditions on the K channels. We assume that when a user observes its type,
it only obtains information about its own path gains; the user does not obtain
any information about other players’ channel conditions. Therefore we assume that the posterior beliefs of users after they have observed their types
will be the same as their prior beliefs. That is, pn (ω | tn ) = pn (ω).
Actions : The set of possible actions for user n is to transmit on any one of the
available channels or to wait; An = {c1 , . . . , ck , . . . cK , w}. The set of all action
profiles is then A = ×n∈N An . Let a strategy of user n be a mapping from
all possible types of user n to an action in An , and Sn be the set of all such
possible mappings: Sn = {sn |sn : Tn → An }. Thus, we define a strategy of
player n to be a complete description user n’s choice of action for all possible
states of nature. The set of strategy profiles can be given as S = ×n∈N Sn .
Utilities : The utility of user n as a function of a strategy profile σ = (sn (·))N
n=1 ∈ S
and a state of system, ω, can be expressed in the following way:


1 − en (sn (τn (ω)), τn (ω)) if sn (τn (ω)) 6= sj (τj (ω)), ∀n 6= j
un (σ, ω) = −en (sn (τn (ω)), τn (ω))
if sn (τn (ω)) = sj (τj (ω)), ∃n 6= j


0
if sn (τn (ω)) = w
(5.1)
The Nash equilibrium of this Bayesian game will be a strategy profile σ? (·) =
∈ S such that,

(s?n (·))N
n=1

s?n (tn ) ∈ arg max Eω−n |tn [un ((sn (τn (ω)), (s?−n (τ−n (ω))), ω)]
sn (tn )∈An

(5.2)
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Assuming that every player is employing strategies sn (·) that correspond to a
Nash equilibrium strategy profile σ, we can express the expected utility of a player
n as a function of its action as

ūSnk − enk if an = ck
Eω−n [un (an , ω)] =
(5.3)
0
if an = w
where ūSnk = Eω−n [1an 6=sj (τj (ω)),∀j6=n ] indicates player n’s expected positive utility of successful transmission on channel k in this strategy profile σ. The Nash
equilibrium strategies resulting from this utility definition turn out to be threshold strategies in which player n transmits on the channel that gives the largest
expected utility ūSnk − enk if this utility is greater than the utility of waiting, and
waits otherwise. So, a player’s strategy at a pure strategy Nash equilibrium can
be summarized as

ck if ūSnk − enk > ūSnj − enj ∀j 6= k ∧ ūSnk − enk > 0
sn (tn ) =
(5.4)
w otherwise.
Q
where ūSnk is defined as N
j=1 (1 − pj,k ) and pnk indicates user n’s probability
j6=n

of transmission on channel k at the Nash equilibrium strategy profile σ. Different
transmission probability profiles result in different Nash equilibria. An alternative
expression of the threshold strategy is the following. For a given realization of
transmission costs, if the user’s cost on a channel is greater than a threshold which
is the user’s probability of successful transmission on that channel, then the user
will not transmit on that channel in that time slot.
In the MRA-I system, we assume that all channels have identical and correlated
statistics. If we consider the situation that all the players users in MRA-I believe
that all players will be transmitting with the same probability on all channels, then
we arrive at the symmetric Nash equilibrium in the MRA-I game. At this symmetric equilibrium, the users’ transmission probability profile phom,sym = (pn )N
n=1
where pn = (pnk )K
k=1 will satisfy
1
(5.5)
K
where FK (·) is the CDF of the minimum of K correlated identically distributed
random variables which are drawn from the distribution fn,K (x1 , . . . , xK ), which
represents the player’s prior belief about channel realizations.
In the MRA-IH system, the transmission probability profile phet at a Nash equilibrium will satisfy



Z Qm6=n (1−pm,k ) Y
Y
Y
1 − Fej 
pnk =
(1 − pi,j ) −
(1 − pi,k ) + x fek (x) dx
pnk = p? = FK (1 − p? )N−1

−∞

j6=k

i6=n

i6=n

(5.6)
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In the special case of the symmetric Nash equilibrium, where every player has
the same transmission probabilities, the transmission probability profile phet,sym =
K
(pn )N
n=1 where pn = (pk )k=1 will satisfy
pnk =

psk

=

Z (1−psk )N−1 Y
−∞

5.4

j6=k




1 − Fej (1 − psj )N−1 − (1 − psk )N−1 + x fek (x) dx.

(5.7)

Simulation results

For both of the MRA systems with incomplete information, we evaluated system
performance using numerical simulations. When we performed simulations of the
MRA-I game, we considered the system performance at the symmetric Nash equilibrium. In comparison, in our simulations of the MRA-IH game, we considered
random Nash equilibria. The system performance in terms of individual utilities
obtained in [P2] is shown in figure 5.1. Not surprisingly, scheduling system performs best out of all cooperative and selfish systems. The gap between scheduling
and cooperative systems’ results illustrates the performance degradation due to
lack of complete information. On the other hand, the gap between the selfish and
cooperative systems indicates the performance degradation due to selfish behavior. The selfish system performs worse than its cooperative counterpart because of
excessive transmission attempts of selfish users.
Average user utility, K=8
1
Cooperative sys.
Coop. user in coop. sys. w/ one cheater
Cheater in coop. sys. w/ one cheater
Selfish sys.
Scheduling sys.
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Figure 5.1: Average user utilities in the MRA system with homogeneous channels
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The results obtained for the heterogeneous channel system in [P3] are in agreement with the homogeneous channel results in [P2]. From figure 5.2 we observe
the same trends that we discussed above; the selfish system performance is rather
inferior in comparison with the scheduling system.
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Figure 5.2: Average user utilities in the MRA system with heterogeneous channels

Regarding sum utilities, which is the metric that indicates system-wide performance, the performance results obtained [P2] and [P3] are in agreement with the
individual utility results. As it can be seen in sum utility results in figures 5.3 and
5.4, scheduling systems greatly outperform selfish systems in terms of sum utilities
as well. Interestingly, increasing system load decreases sum utility performance,
which implies that performance of the selfish systems do not scale well.
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Average sum utility per channel
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Figure 5.3: Average sum utilities in the MRA system with homogeneous channels

5.5

Discussion

The recurring observation that scheduling and otherwise cooperative systems perform better than selfish systems indicate that the performance of selfish systems
can be improved. The main reason for the poor performance of selfish systems in
general is the excessive collisions due to superfluous transmission attempts from
selfish users. This claim is supported by the observation that increasing the load,
that is, the number users per channel, in the MRA system further decreases system performance in selfish systems. The possibility of performance improvement
indicated by the gap between the selfish and cooperative system performances,
combined with the existence of multiple Nash equilibria suggest a necessity for a
mechanism design to force the selfish users to shape their transmission behavior
in a way that will improve system performance.
Finally, we note that the transmission cost model defined in chapter 2.2 implies
correlated channel costs, whereas our game theoretic analysis of the MRA-IH system
assumes independent channel realizations. Therefore applying the transmission
cost model in 2.2 to our performance evaluation of the MRA-IH system does not
have much practical significance. Nevertheless, we use the model in chapter 2.2
to achieve some coherence between simulation results in [P2] and [P3]. If anything, independent channel realizations imply greater diversity, therefore our performance analysis of the MRA-IH system in [P3] will indicate an upper bound of
the performance of the MRA-IH system with correlated channel realizations.
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Figure 5.4: Average sum utilities in the MRA system with heterogeneous channels

Chapter 6

Conclusions
In this thesis, we analyzed the behavior of selfish users in multichannel random
access systems using game theory. The main contribution of the thesis is in the
game theoretic modeling and analysis. In the cases which we produced simulation
results, we quantified the loss in system performance in terms of utilities.
We have tried to answer the general question of how selfish users will behave in MRA systems and consequently what the impact of this selfish behavior will be on system performance, by investigating a number of limited scenarios. Namely, we considered the aforementioned selfish MRA systems under complete and incomplete information assumptions and assuming homogeneous and
heterogeneous channel settings. We modeled the selfish MRA system with complete information as a strategic game, and the incomplete information system as
a Bayesian game respectively. In all cases, we derived the strategies of the selfish
users in the Nash equilibria of these systems. We evaluated the performance of the
selfish users at the Nash equilibria of their respected systems, and quantified the
performance in terms of sum utilities and individual utilities. In the cases that we
considered, the performance of MRA systems with selfish users were inferior to
performance of cooperative systems. Also, we observed a large incentive for users
to become selfish in cooperative systems.
Even though we tried to provide a general game theoretic and simulation analysis, our results can answer a limited aspect of the broad problem of selfish behavior in dynamic spectrum access systems. Our game theoretic analysis results,
however general, will be limited by the accuracy of our game theoretic formulation. A different game model, for instance a different utility representation, may
lead to different equilibrium results. Also, the validity of our simulation results
are limited by the accuracy of our modeling of the DSA systems’ properties and
wireless phenomena such as propagation models.
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Future work

As we noted a number of times in our discussion, in most of the scenarios that we
analyzed, multiple Nash equilibria exist, most of which lead to poor performance
results. Therefore, investigating mechanisms to select more favorable equilibria,
or creating incentives for selfish users to modify their behavior so as to reach a
new equilibrium with desired properties is a worthwhile extension of the game
theoretic analysis we performed in this thesis.
Another interesting extension of our game theoretic analysis would be to investigate learning mechanisms. In the existence of multiple equilibria, it is not
clear how the selfish users may arrive at any one of the possible equilibria. In
view of this problem, to analyze how selfish users will learn their environment
and develop best strategies according to the information they gather, and how
the behavior of learning selfish users will evolve in time constitutes a significant
future work in the study of selfish MRA.
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Abstract—Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) schemes allow the
users to share spectrum resources by taking advantage of the
variations in spectrum demand over time and space. Carrying out
dynamic spectrum allocation centrally, however, can be a complex
task. For this reason, distributed schemes in which users can
access the available channels independently may be preferable to
centralized DSA schemes. Cognitive radio systems, which enable
user terminals to sense their environment and form their action
accordingly, are particularly well-suited for distributed systems.
On the other hand, the freedom in distributed schemes gives
the users the option to act selfishly, which has decisive effects
on system performance. In this paper we consider a distributed
multichannel wireless random access system where users selfishly
access the channels in the system. We analyze the behavior of the
selfish users by modeling the system as a non-cooperative game
and we identify all stable operating points (Nash equilibria) of
this game. We then compare the performance of this system
with a number of cooperative distributed DSA schemes in terms
of user utilities. Our results show that the performance of the
selfish multichannel random access system can be comparable to
cooperative schemes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) schemes are gaining importance with the emergence of cognitive radio and “smart”
radio concepts. Such sophisticated radio equipment capable of
accessing different segments of spectrum along with narrowband modulation capabilities make various forms of spectrum
sharing feasible [1]. For instance, reusing temporarily unused
spectrum, so-called whitespace, in the form of an overlay
system has been proposed in literature.
Performing dynamic spectrum allocation centrally in such
systems would be overwhelmingly complex and possibly
NP-hard. Problems with system complexity can be avoided
through distributed spectrum sharing mechanisms in which
users access the medium either by following set rules or at
their own discretion. These distributed mechanisms can be cooperative, where nodes try to collectively maximize the system
performance, or they can be non-cooperative, where the nodes
selfishly try to maximize their own benefits only. The study of
cooperative random access systems dates back to the 70’s with
the ALOHA systems as most popular representatives. These
schemes are analytically tractable, and despite their simplicity
they capture many of the characteristics of wireless random
access systems.
Studies regarding random access systems where the users
are selfish have so far been confined to single-channel settings

[2]–[5]. In [2], [3] the authors analyze a single channel
ALOHA system with complete information using game theory
and derive the Nash equilibria. Under complete information
assumption, every user knows the channel conditions and
associated transmission costs for all of the users in the system.
In [4], [5] the authors consider a single channel ALOHA
system with packet capture under incomplete information
assumption, that is, a user has exact knowledge of only its
own channel conditions and it has solely statistical knowledge
about the channel conditions of the other users. They show
that users’ best response is a threshold strategy where users
transmit on the channel if their pathgain is above a certain
level.
One extension of this concept is the ALOHA scheme
with multiple channels, which better captures the fundamental
properties of DSA. In [6] a Markovian analysis of such a
multichannel ALOHA system was given where throughput and
stability of the system is considered.
In this paper we extend the previous work on selfish random
access systems to a multi-channel random access (MRA)
system in which users have complete information. We first
formulate the selfish MRA system as a non-cooperative game
and analytically calculate the transmission strategies at all
possible Nash equilibria in the system. Then we compare the
performance of the selfish MRA system with three cooperative
systems in terms of utilities: a cooperative scheduling system
which tries to maximize the sum utility in the system, a cooperative system with fairness as its objective, and a “classic”
multichannel ALOHA system.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND A SSUMPTIONS
In this work we compare a selfish MRA system with three
cooperative MRA systems, namely a scheduling system, a
maxmin-fair system and a multichannel ALOHA system. It
is important to note that all of the four systems considered
here are distributed systems, that is, there is no central entity
in the systems which determine users’ actions. Users decide on
their actions in each time slot on their own. Another property
common to all systems is that the users, whether they are
selfish or cooperative, are rational; they try to maximize their
own utilities or the sum of utilities in the system respectively
using the information available to them. These users can be
communicating with a common access point or each user
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can be communicating with its respective receiver, which are
within the same collision domain.
In the selfish MRA system, users have complete information
about the system, which means that every user knows the
channel conditions of every other user. Because the users in
this system are selfish, they act to maximize their individual
utilities without any regard to the utilities of other users.
Although complete information is difficult to implement
in practice, we make this assumption to obtain a bound on
system performance. We analyze a similar MRA system with
selfish users under the assumption that users have incomplete
information about the system in [7].
In the cooperative scheduling system users have complete
information of the channel conditions, similar to the users in
the selfish system. But unlike the selfish system, the users
in the cooperative scheduling system aim to maximize the
sum utility of the system in a given time slot. Thus, using
the information they have, each user calculates by itself the
transmission schedule which will maximize the sum utility in
the system for that time slot, and each user acts upon this
schedule in that time slot. Since the cooperative scheduling
system maximizes the sum utility, the performance of this
system will indicate the upper bound of the performance that
can be achieved by cooperative systems.
The third system we consider in our comparison, the
maxmin-fair system, is also a cooperative system like the
scheduling system, and the users of the maxmin-fair system
too have complete information about all the channel conditions. Unlike the scheduling system, the users in the maxminfair system calculate their actions in order to increase the
utility of the worst-off user as much as possible. We consider
this system to see the effect of fairness in system performance.
The final distributed MRA system in our comparison is the
multichannel ALOHA system. The users in this system are
also cooperative, and using the number of available channels
and the number of users in the system they calculate the
transmission probability which will maximize throughput of
the system. In contrast to all three systems mentioned so far,
users in the multichannel ALOHA system do not take into
account the channel conditions in the system when they choose
their actions but transmit with a fixed probability. The reason
to consider the multichannel ALOHA system is to observe
the performance degradation in distributed systems when the
users do not use or do not have information about the channel
conditions.
To simplify the analysis of the multichannel random access
systems we assume time is divided into slots and when two or
more users transmit on the same channel all of the colliding
packets are lost. We also assume that users have full buffers,
so they always have a packet to transmit.
The metric we use to compare the performance of the
MRA systems we have mentioned is user utility. In general
terms, the utility associated with an action is the gain or
loss that the user experiences by following that action. We
base our definition of utility on the model proposed in [4],
which defines utilitiy as a function of both the throughput
that the user obtains and the energy that it spends in the

transmission. When a user n transmits a packet on channel
k and it is successfully received, the user enjoys a benefit
from this transmission. Obviously, the user obtains no benefit
if the transmission fails. Though every time the user transmits
a packet, it spends some energy irrespective of the outcome
of the transmission, therefore an energy cost enk is associated
with every transmission attempt. We normalize the benefit of
successful transmission to the maximum transmission cost that
the user can afford. Let Tnk (S) denote the probability that user
n successfully transmits a packet on channel k, where S is a
vector that denotes the actions of all the users in the system.
Then we can express the expected utility that user n obtains
from transmitting on channel k as the following:
Unk (S)=Tnk (S)(1 − enk ) + (1 − Tnk (S))(−enk )
=Tnk (S) − enk

(1)

In this model we assume that the enk are a function of
the user’s transmission power and they vary in each timeslot
according to the pathgain of the user. In comparison, the
transmission costs in [4] are the same for all users and do
not change from one time slot to another.
In this work we focus on average sum utilities and average
user utilities when comparing the performance of the four
MRA systems we mentioned. Sum utility reflects the efficiency
in utilization of resources, therefore it indicates the overall
performance of the system. On the other hand, user utility
indicates the utility that an individual user obtains from the
system, so it is a measure of the system performance from the
user’s point of view.
In a given time slot, the selfish MRA system may be at one
of many possible operating points (i.e. set of actions taken
by the users). For this reason we use distributions of the sum
utilities and user utilities when comparing the performance of
the four MRA systems in question.
It is important to note that enk associated with the transmission of a packet represents the perceived expense of this
transmission by the user. This cost can be a function of
the propagation loss associated with the channel conditions,
remaining battery capacity of the terminal, or a similar
measurement. Therefore, this quantity depends on the user
preferences and there may be different ways to model this cost.
In this work, we define the normalized transmission cost enk
in a given slot as the ratio of the transmit power employed by
the user in that slot (Pt ) to the maximum transmit power that
the user can afford (Pmax ), which we assume to be common
for all users. Since capture cannot occur, users transmit their
packets at a power level which is just enough to satisfy the
SNR requirement at the receiver to minimize their transmission
costs:
P0 · r α
Pt
(2)
Pr = P0 = α · S · R · c ⇒ Pt =
r
S·R·c
where r is the distance of the user to the receiver, α is
the pathloss exponent, the shadow fading component S is
a lognormally distributed random variable with unit mean
and standard deviation σ, the fast-fading component R is
an exponentially distributed random variable with unit mean,
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and c is a scaling factor. The required received power for
successful reception in the absence of interference (P0 ) can
also be expressed as the average received power of a user who
is located at the cell border, who is transmitting at maximum
power:
P0 =

Pmax
P0 · r0α
· c ⇒ Pmax =
α
r0
c

transmission is successful, it also gains a normalized
utility of 1. The probability that user n successfully
transmits a packet on channel k is the the probability
that no other user transmits on channel k in the same
slot, which is given by

(3)

i=1
i6=n

where r0 is the nominal cell radius and S = R = 1 because
we consider average received power in this case. Using (2)
and (3) we can write the transmission cost as:
enk =
α

Pt
D
=
Pmax
S·R

III. G AME T HEORETIC ANALYSIS OF SELFISH RANDOM
ACCESS

In this section we define the multichannel random access
game (MRAG) with complete information and characterize
all of the Nash equilibria of the game. For the purpose of the
following analysis, having complete information essentially
means that a user knows all enk in the system.
Let n ∈ N denote a user in the set of all users in the system
with |N | = N and similarly let k ∈ K denote a channel
in the set of all channels in the system with |K| = K. The
strategic form of the multichannel random access game is then
the following:
• Players: The players of the MRAG are the users in N .
• Strategies: In MRAG, user n transmits a packet on
channel k with probability pnk . The strategies of the N
users are their transmission probabilities pnk on channels
in K. The strategy employed by user n can be denoted
in vector form as Sn = (pn1 , pn2 , . . . , pnk , . . . , pnK )
where 0 ≤ pnk ≤ 1. The probability that user P
n chooses
K
to wait in a slot is denoted by pn0 = 1 − k=1 pnk
because the probabilities of all strategies of a user should
add up to 1. We can represent the set of strategies
that all the users employ (i.e. the strategy profile) as
T
S = (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn , . . . , SN ) .
• Utilities: When user n transmits a packet on channel k,
it incurs a normalized transmision cost of enk . If the

(5)

(1 − pik )

Then, a user’s possible actions and its respective utilities
are the following:
Actions
Utilities
Transmission Tnk (S) − enk
Wait
0
The overall utility that user n obtains from its strategy
Sn can be calculated as:

(4)

where D = (r/r0 ) is the distance dependent component of
the transmission cost, and to approximate an urban environment we assumed α = 3 and σ = 4.
We assume that the distance dependent component D of
pathloss and shadow fading S are independent of the carrier
frequency, so in a given realization a user experiences the same
D and S across the K channels in the system. Nevertheless R
will be different because we assume that the K channels in the
system, whether they come from adjacent bands or separate
bands, will display different propagation characteristics due to
fast-fading. We also assume that channel coherence time is
longer than the slot duration so that fast-fading component is
essentially constant within a slot. Shadow fading components
of each user are also uncorrelated in our assumptions and
likewise fast fading components are uncorrelated for each user
and channel.

N
Y

Tnk (S) =

Unk

K z
}|
{
X
pnk (Tnk (S) − enk )
Un (S)=
k=1

=

K
X

k=1



K

(6)


Y

pnk 
(1 − pik ) − enk 

(7)

i=1
i6=n

Note that in the user utility definition we could have
imposed a cost for the action of waiting, like −w,
however this would not alter the solution of the game,
as mentioned in [8] and shown in [4].
We use the following notation throughout the analysis:
• Nm is the set of users which monopolize |Nm | channels
in the system. A monopolizing user is a user which transmits with probability 1 on a channel. |Nm | = Nm ≤ K.
• Km is the set of monopolized channels, that is, the
set of channels where monopolizing users transmit.
|Km | = Km = Nm ≤ K.
• Kf = K \ Km is the set of channels which are not
monopolized by users in Nm .
• M is the set of users whose strategies are probability
mixes of the actions (i.e. transmit or wait). A user who
employs a mixed strategy chooses both of its actions with
positive probability, that is,P
for n ∈ M and k ∈ K we
N
have 0 < pn0 < 1 and 0 < k=1 pnk < 1.
• Xn is the set of channels where a mixing user n ∈ M
transmits.
S
• X =
i∈M Xi is the set of all the channels where users
are mixing their strategies.
• Mk is the set of mixing users that transmit on channel
k ∈ X.
• Nw = N \ (M ∪ Nm ) is the set of users who do not
transmit and wait in this slot.
In our analysis we treat the Nash equilibria in three cases:
Nash equilibria in pure strategies, fully mixed Nash equilibria
(FMNE) and partially mixed Nash equilibria (PMNE). For
each of these cases we provide the necessary and sufficient
conditions that make a strategy profile S a Nash equilibrium
of the MRAG.
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A. Nash Equilibria in Pure Strategies
Pure strategy Nash equilibria are the equilibria where all
users take either one of the actions (transmit or wait) with
probability 1.
Theorem 1: A strategy profile S is a Nash equilibrium in
pure strategies if and only if all of the following conditions
are met:
1) If a user monopolizes a channel, then the monopolizing
user is the only one to transmit on that channel.
2) User n ∈ Nm who is monopolizing channel k has
enk < 1 and does not have lower transmission cost
on any one of the non-monopolized channels. That is,
enk ≤ enj , j ∈ Kf .
3) Waiting users obtain negative utility from transmitting
on any one of the channels. That is, Tnk (S) − enk < 0
for n ∈ Nw and k ∈ Km and enj > 1 for j ∈ Kf .
Proof: The conditions given above can be derived by
considering the definition of a Nash equilibrium, which states
that at a Nash equilibrium no user can increase its utility unilaterally by following a strategy Sn other than its equilibrium
strategy S∗n . That is, Un (Sn , S−n ) ≤ Un (S∗n , S−n ) [9]. For
conciseness of presentation we refer the reader to [10] for the
proof of this theorem.
B. Fully Mixed Nash Equilibrium
A fully mixed Nash equilibrium (FMNE) occurs when all
N users in the system transmit on all of the K channels with
probability strictly between 0 and 1.
Theorem 2: In the MRAG with N users and K channels
there can be one unique Nash equilibrium where all users
employ nondegenerate strategies (the fully mixed Nash equilibrium) which is given by Sn = (pn1 , . . . , pnk , . . . , pnK )
where
qQ
N
N −1
i=1 eik
.
(8)
pnk = 1 −
enk
In order for the FMNE be feasible, the following N (K + 1)
inequalities must be satisfied:
qQ
N
N −1
i=1 eik
0<
<1
(9)
enk
and
qQ
N
K N −1
X
i=1 eik
<1
(10)
0<
enk
k=1

for all n ∈ N and k ∈ K.
Proof: When a user’s best response is to mix between
its pure strategies, it will be indifferent to adopting either
one of its pure strategies with proability 1. This is called the
indifference principle [9].
In the FMNE, the expected utility that user n obtains from
transmitting on channel k will be
Unk = Unk (Transmit) = Unk (Wait) = 0

(11)

due to the indifference principle. Using this reasoning the
strategy profile S defined by the equilibrium probabilities in
(8) can be obtained. A detailed proof is given in [10].

C. Partially Mixed Nash Equilibria
In this section we consider the equilibria where there are
one or more users who are mixing on some channels and there
are one or more users monopolizing some channels.
Theorem 3: A strategy profile S is a partially mixed Nash
equilibrium if and only if all of the following conditions are
met in addition to the conditions listed for pure strategy Nash
equilibria.
1) For every k ∈ X and for every n ∈ Mk , the transmission probability is
qQ
|Mk |−1
i∈Mk eik
pnk = 1 −
(12)
enk
2) Q
For every k ∈ X and for every m ∈ M \ Mk we have
n∈Mk (1 − pnk ) < emk .
3) If n ∈ Nm is monopolizing on channel k, and l ∈ X
then Tnl (S) − enl < 1 − enk .
4) If m ∈ Nw then for all l ∈ X user m has
Tml (S) − eml < 0.
Proof: The partially mixed Nash equilibria are essentially
a combination of pure strategy Nash equilibria and fully mixed
Nash equilibria; therefore the strategy profiles that occur at
these Nash equilibria can be obtained like in the previous two
cases using the indifference principle and the principle that
at the Nash equilibrium no user can improve its utility by
unilaterally changing its strategy [10].
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section we present numerical results that compare
the distribution of sum- and user-utilities of the selfish MRA
system with the three cooperative MRA systems.
Methodology
In our simulations we assumed N = 5 and K = 4
and performed snapshot simulations. In each snapshot we
simulated one time slot of the system. We randomly placed the
users across the service area and calculated their transmission
costs (enk ). Using these transmission costs we calculated all
possible operating points of the MRA systems (i.e. Nash
equilibria) and then obtained a distribution from the sum- and
user-utilities at these operating points.
Results
Figure 1 shows the PDF of sum utilities of selfish MRA, cooperative scheduling, maxmin-fair and multichannel ALOHA
systems that we consider. An interesting observation from
this figure is the performance degradation caused by lack of
information on channel conditions. The users in the multichannel ALOHA system transmit with probabilities which
will maximize system throughput, which is pnk = 1/(N K) in
this system [6]. This transmit behavior leads to a distribution
with a heavy tail towards negative utilities because the user
utilities are not taken into consideration when determining
the transmission probability in this system. For example, even
though all users have very high transmission costs, they will
still transmit at the fixed probability of 1/(N K). Therefore
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Fig. 1. PDF of sum utilities in selfish, maxmin-fair, cooperative scheduling
and multichannel ALOHA systems with N=5, K=4.
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modelled this system as a non-cooperative game and obtained all possible Nash equilibria of this game. We then
performed simulations to compare the performance of the
selfish multichannel random access system with scheduling,
maxmin-fair and multichannel ALOHA cooperative systems.
We found that the selfish system can perform comparably to
the cooperative systems in question and knowlede of channel
conditions improve system performance in terms of sum and
individual user utilities.
In this work we assume that no user is able to ”capture” the
channel and in a collision, i.e. when two or more users transmit
on the same channel all of the colliding packets are lost. This
no-capture assumption can be valid when the variance of the
received powers of all the users in the system is small such
that no single user’s received power can rise above the others
to reach the SNR requirement for successful reception. On
the other hand, if a user can achieve this requirement and
can be captured, this opens up new and interesting ways of
utilizing the channel more efficiently by adjusting transmit
powers. As future work, we aim to extend our analysis by
incorporating effects of power capture in our system model
and also by investigating algorithms to bring the system to a
desired operating point.
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Abstract—Dynamic spectrum allocation schemes enable users
to share spectrum resources by exploiting the variations in
spectrum demand over time and space. Performing dynamic
spectrum allocation centrally can be prohibitively complex.
Therefore distributed schemes in which users can access the
available channels independently may be preferable to centralized allocation. However, in distributed dynamic spectrum access,
the lack of central coordination makes it difficult to utilize the
system resources efficiently. Furthermore, if some or all of the
users decide to deviate selfishly from the commonly agreed access
procedure, this may have a decisive effect on system performance.
In this paper we investigate the effect of incomplete information
and selfish behavior on system performance in wireless access
systems. We extend previous work by studying a distributed
multichannel wireless random access system. Using a gametheoretic approach, we analyze the behavior of users in the
selfish system and derive the transmission strategies at the Nash
equilibrium. Our results show that lack of information leads to
substantial degredation in performance of cooperative systems.
We also show that there is a large incentive for selfish behavior in
such cooperative systems. Selfish behavior of all users, however,
causes further performance degradation, particularly in high
load settings.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) schemes are gaining importance with the emergence of cognitive radio and “smart”
radio concepts. Such sophisticated radio equipment capable of
accessing different segments of spectrum along with narrowband modulation capabilities make various forms of spectrum
sharing feasible [1]. For instance, reusing temporarily unused
spectrum, so called whitespace, in the form of an overlay
system has been proposed in literature.
Performing dynamic spectrum allocation centrally in such
systems would be overwhelmingly complex and possibly NPhard as mentioned in [2]. Problems with system complexity
can be avoided through distributed spectrum sharing mechanisms in which users access the medium either by following
a set of rules or at their own discretion. These distributed
mechanisms can be cooperative, where nodes try to collectively maximize the system performance, or they can be noncooperative, where the nodes selfishly try to maximize their
own benefits only. The study of cooperative random access
systems dates back to the 70’s with the ALOHA systems as

most popular representatives. These schemes are analytically
tractable and despite their simplicity, they capture many of the
characteristics of wireless random access systems.
Studies regarding random access systems where the users
are selfish have so far been confined to single-channel settings
[3]–[6]. In [3], [4] the authors analyze a single channel
ALOHA system using game theory and derive the Nash
equilibrium strategies. In [5], [6] the authors consider a single
channel ALOHA system with packet capture under incomplete
information assumption, that is, a user has exact knowledge
of only its own channel conditions and it has solely statistical
knowledge about the channel conditions of the other users.
They show that users’ best response is a threshold strategy
where users transmit on the channel if their pathgain is above
a certain level.
One extension of this concept are ALOHA schemes with
multiple channels which better captures the fundamental properties of DSA. In [7] a Markovian analysis of such a multichannel ALOHA system was given where throughput and
stability of the system is considered. In this paper we extend
the work in [5], [6] to a multi-channel random access (MRA)
system in which users have incomplete information. We first
analytically calculate the optimal transmission strategy for a
selfish MRA system in which each user tries to maximize its
own utility. Then we compare the performance of three systems in terms of utilities: a selfish MRA system, a cooperative
MRA system where users try to maximize the sum of their
utilities using incomplete information, and a scheduling system
where users have complete information of system conditions
and act cooperatively to attain maximum possible sum utility
in the system. By comparing the cooperative and scheduling
systems we observe the degradation in system performance
due to lack of complete information. We also determine the
“the price of anarchy”, i.e. the performance loss in a selfish
system compared to a cooperative system.
Comparison between selfish and cooperative systems shows
the price of anarchy in the system, which is defined as the
ratio of maximum sum utility achievable in a system to the
sum utility achieved by selfish users. We also compare the
performance of a cooperative system to the same system where
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we assume there is only one selfish user in order to observe the
incentives for a user to act selfishly in a cooperative system.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND A SSUMPTIONS
In what follows, we compare four variations of slotted
distributed MRA systems. In neither of these systems is there
a central entity to dictate users what action they should take.
In every time slot, the users decide by themselves whether to
transmit or to wait. In the selfish system that we consider, users
have incomplete information about the channel conditions,
which means that a user knows its own exact channel conditions (e.g. pathloss), but it has only statistical knowledge (e.g.
distribution) of the channel conditions of other users in the
system. Based on this information, in each time slot a selfish
user decides on its action in order to maximize its own benefits,
by taking into account the actions it expects the other users to
take in that time slot. In the cooperative system, the users also
have incomplete information about channel conditions, similar
to the selfish case. But unlike the selfish case, the cooperative
users choose their actions to maximize the sum utility in the
system. The users in the scheduling system are also cooperative
users but in contrast to the cooperative system they have
complete knowledge of each user’s channel conditions. Thus,
every user is able to calculate by itself which group of users
should transmit in a time slot in order to maximize sum utility,
and every user transmits or waits according to this calculation.
In the cooperative system with one selfish user we assume
all users except for one behave cooperatively, and only one
user behaves selfishly. We will refer to the selfish user in this
system as “the cheater”.
In order to compare the performance of the cooperative and
selfish systems we use the user utility [5], [6]. The utility,
or the user-perceived benefit, is a function of the throughput
achieved and the energy spent by the user. The general
definition of utility we use in this work is the following: When
a user transmits a packet, it gains a benefit if this packet is
successfully received. In case of a failed transmission there
is no benefit for the user, obviously. For each transmission,
regardless of success, the user spends some energy to send
the packet, therefore an energy cost is associated with each
transmission. Utility can be defined generally as the difference
between the expected benefit from a transmission and the cost
of this transmission. In this work we focus on the average
sum utility per channel, which would reflect the efficiency of
channel utilization in the system, thus indicate the performance
of the system as a whole. A second metric that will be used
is average user utility because this metric indicates the utility
that a user gets from the system, so it reflects the system’s
performance from the user’s point of view.
To simplify our analysis, but without loss of generality, we
make the following assumptions. Time is divided into slots
and users transmit their packets on the channels within these
slots. The channels we consider in MRA system are collision
channels, that is, when more than one user transmits on the
same channel in the same time slot, the packets of all the users
who transmit on that channel will be lost. For simplicity we

do not consider multipacket transmission or power capture.
Furthermore, users are assumed to have full buffers so they
always have a packet to transmit.
In the MRA system we consider there are N users and K
channels. We assume that users, whether selfish or cooperative,
are rational; they try to maximize their own utilities or the
sum of utilities in the system respectively. The users know the
total number of users (N ) in the system; they may be provided
with this information by means of a common control channel
or they can estimate this using the pseudo-Bayesian algorithm
explained in [8].
When a particular user n transmits a packet on channel k,
it incurs a normalized transmision cost of enk . If the transmission is successful, it also gains a normalized utility of 1.
Let Tnk (S) denote the probability that user n successfully
transmits a packet on channel k, where S is a vector that
denotes the actions of all the users in the system. Then we
can express the expected utility that user n obtains from
transmitting on channel k as the following:
Unk (S)=Tnk (S)(1 − enk ) + (1 − Tnk (S))(−enk )
=Tnk (S) − enk

(1)

Note that enk associated with the transmission of a packet
represents the perceived expense of this transmission by the
user. This cost can be a function of the propagation loss associated with the channel conditions, remaining battery capacity
of the terminal, or a similar measurement (delay, noise, etc).
We assume that this transmission cost is normalized by the
satisfaction that the user receives from successful transmission.
Therefore, this quantity depends on the user preferences and
there may be different ways to model this cost. In this work,
we define the normalized transmission cost enk in a given
slot to be the ratio of the pathloss that user n experiences on
channel k in that slot to the expected pathloss at the nominal
communication range r0 of the system, for instance the cell
border in a cellular system. For a user who is at a distance r
to its receiver, the normalized transmission cost is
 α
r
1
(2)
enk = c ·
r0
S·R
α

where α denotes the pathloss exponent and D  (r/r0 ) is
the distance dependent component of the transmission cost.
The shadow fading component S is a lognormally distributed
random variable with unit mean and standard deviation σ, and
the fast-fading component R is an exponentially distributed
random variable with unit mean. To approximate an urban
environment we assumed α = 3 and σ = 4. The constant
c is a scaling factor. We assume the normalized utility at
nominal communication range to be equal to the normalized
transmission cost, therefore it is reasonable to write c = 1.
We further assume that in the selfish and cooperative
systems each user has complete information about their own
channel conditions but only has statistical knowledge about the
channel conditions of other users. So, a user would exactly
know its own transmission costs on different channels in
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a given slot (enk ); the user could obtain these costs from
relevant channel measurements. Furthermore, when the users
are mobile, it is reasonable to assume that the distribution
of the transmission costs are the same for every user-channel
pair in the system, that is, Fnk (x) = F (x), ∀n, k. Thus, the
user would be able to obtain the statistical distribution of
the transmission costs (F (x)) by observing its own channel
conditions over a number of slots. So, it would be possible
for a user to obtain all this information locally, eliminating
the need for receiving this information from a central entity.
It is also important to note that, although the distribution
of the transmission costs are the same for all users and
channels, per-slot realizations of these costs will be different.
In some realizations the transmission costs of some channels
could be greater than the utility of successful transmission,
thus rendering these channels unavailable to some users. In
this way, the model we use captures the dynamic channel
availability nature of DSA systems.
We assume that the distance dependent component of
pathloss (D) and shadow fading (S) are independent of the
carrier frequency, so in a given realization a user experiences
the same D and S across the K channels in the system.
Nevertheless R will be different because we assume that the
K channels in the system, whether they come from adjacent
bands or separate bands, will display different propagation
characteristics due to fast-fading. We also assume that channel coherence time is longer than the slot duration so that
fast-fading component is essentially constant within a slot.
Shadow fading components of each user is also uncorrelated
in our assumptions and likewise fast fading components are
uncorrelated for each user and channel.

•

Tnk (S) 

Game Theoretic Solution to the Selfish System
As laid out previously, each user knows the following: 1.Its
own transmission costs (enk ) on each of the K channels. 2.Statistical distribution of transmission costs, i.e. the CDF F (x),
which is the same for all of the N users on all K channels.
3.The number of users in the system, N . Then, multichannel
random access game with incomplete information (MRAG-I)
is defined in the following way:
• Players: The players are the N users (n ∈ N , N =
{1, . . . , N }) who randomly access the K channels in the
system (k ∈ K, K = {1, . . . , K}).
• Strategies: The strategy of a user n is its probabilities of transmission on the K channels: Sn =
(pn0 , pn1 , pn2 , . . . , pnk , . . . , pnK ). The probability that
user n chooses to wait in a slot is denoted by pn0 . We can
represent the set of strategies that all the users employ as
S = (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn , . . . , SN ).

N


i=1
i=j

(1 − pik )

(3)

The overall utility that user
Kn obtains from its strategy Sn
is then Un (S) = pn0 ·0+ k=1 pnk (Tnk (S) − enk ). Here
the weight of pn 0 is zero because the utility associated
with waiting is zero.
In order to determine the behavior of these selfish and
cooperative users, we make the following two observations:
1. Identical statistical behavior: Under the assumption that
the distribution of transmission costs are the same for every
user on every channel, long term behavior of all the users
at the Nash equilibrium will be the same. In other words, at
Nash equilibrium of MRAG-I the transmisson probabilities of
each user on each channel will be the same: p∗nk = p∗ml =
p∗ , ∀n, m ∈ N , ∀k, l ∈ K. Note that in general pn0 = p∗ .
In view of this observation, using (3) we can write Unk (S) =
(1 − p∗ )N −1 − enk . The utility of waiting is Un0 = 0.
2. Threshold strategy: Note that, at the beginning of a time
slot each user decides if and on exactly which channel it will
transmit. However, due to incomplete information constraint,
user n does not know on which channel other users will
transmit, so other users’ actions are probabilistic from the
point of user n. Now, by rewriting Un (S) in open form
Un (S)=pn0 Un0 + pn1 Un1 + · · · + pnk Unk +
+ · · · + pnK UnK

III. G AME T HEORETIC A NALYSIS
In order to analyze the user behavior and performance of
the systems we formulate the MRA system with selfish users
as a non-cooperative game and we subsequently obtain the expressions for the transmission probability and the transmission
cost threshold at the Nash equilibrium.

Utilities: As given in (1) the expected utility of user n
from transmitting on channel k is its success probability
minus its transmission cost on that channel. The probability that user n successfully transmits a packet on channel
k is the the probability that no other user transmits on
channel k in the same slot, which is given by

(4)

∗ N −1

=pn0 · 0 + pn1 ((1 − p )
− enk ) +
+ · · · + pnK ((1 − p∗ )N −1 − enK )

(5)

we can observe that in order to maximize Un (S) user n
should transmit with probability 1 on the channel that gives the
highest utility, or wait if all Unk , k ∈ {1, · · · , K} are negative.
In other words, user n should transmit with probability 1 on
the channel with the smallest transmission cost which is less
than the success probability of user n, and if there is no such
channel user n should wait. The transmission cost threshold
is thus the success probability: e∗ = (1 − p∗ )N −1 .
Considering these two observations, we can deduce that user
n transmits on channel k if and only if enk = min(enj ), j ∈
{1, · · · , K} and (1 − p∗ )N −1 > enk . So we can calculate the
probability that user n transmits on channel k as:
p∗nk =p∗ = P [enk = min(enj ), j ∈ {1, · · · , K}


event A

∧ (1 − p∗ )N −1 > enk ]



(6)

event B
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=P [A ∩ B] = P [B|A] · P [A]

(7)

According to the pathloss model we use, for user n the
transmission costs enk have the same distance dependent
(D) and shadow fading (S) components but the fast-fading
components (R) are independent and identically distributed,
therefore P [A] is the event that enk is the minimum of K
i.i.d. random variables, which is 1/K. The second part of the
expression, P [B|A] = P [(1 − p∗ )N −1 > enk |A] = P [enk <
e∗ |A] is the probability that enk is less than the transmission
cost threshold, given that it is the smallest of K identically
distributed transmission costs. We can express P [B|A] as
FK (e∗ ) where FK (x) is the CDF of the minimum of K
identically distributed random variables, all drawn from the
distribution F (x). It is important to note that in our model enk
and emj are identically distributed but they are not independent
although enk and enj are i.i.d. Therefore we cannot express
FK (x) as 1 − (1 − F (x))K . Nevertheless, FK (x) can be
obtained empirically by observing the minimum transmission
costs of K channels, or it can be calculated numerically.
Having obtained the expressions for P [B|A] and P [A] we
can calculate p∗ as:
p∗ =P [B|A] · P [A] = FK (e∗ ) ·

1
K

1
(8)
K
From (8) we can calculate the transmission probability at the
Nash equilibrium, p∗ , and in turn the transmission cost threshold at Nash equilibrium e∗ which is equal to (1 − p∗ )N −1 .
=FK ((1 − p∗ )N −1 )

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section we present numerical results in order to
compare the performance of the four systems in question;
namely the selfish, cooperative, cooperative with one cheater,
and scheduling systems.

distributed random variables whose CDF is F (x). Using
FK (x) we numerically obtained the transmission probability at
the Nash equilibrium, p∗ , as shown in figure 1. Then we used
e∗ = (1 − p∗ )N −1 to obtain the transmission cost threshold
for the selfish system.
0.5
FK((1−p*)N−1)/K

0.3
0.2

Transmission strategies
In each of the systems, the users employ different transmission strategies to reach their objectives. In the selfish system
the users try to maximize their individual utilities and for this
purpose they follow the threshold strategy explained in the
previous section. To obtain the transmission cost threshold
e∗ for this system, we first calculated the empirical CDF
FK (x), which is the CDF of the minimum of K identically

p* = FK( (1−p*)N−1 ) / K
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Fig. 1. Obtaining the transmission probability at Nash equilibrium numerically according to (8).

Similar to the selfish system, the users in the cooperative
system transmit their packets when their transmission costs
are below a threshold, but their objective is to maximize
the expected sum utility in the system. As seen in figure
2, as transmission cost threshold increases from 0 to 1 the
probability of successful transmission initially increases, then
decreases due to increasing number of collisions. On the other
hand, the expected transmission cost increases monotonously
with increasing threshold. Thus, the maximum utility is obtained when the difference between success probability and
expected transmission cost is maximum. When simulating the
cooperative system, we use the transmission cost threshold that
maximizes this difference.
Difference between Succes probability and expected cost

Methodology
We simulated the performance of these four systems by
generating numerous realizations for various numbers of channel and user combinations. In each realization (snapshot) we
simulated one time slot of a given system type and (N, K)
combination. We randomly placed the users across the system
area and calculated their normalized transmission costs (enk ),
which we obtained from the random channel conditions of the
user, as explained in section 2. Then we observed the number
of successful transmissions in this snapshot and calculated the
utilities according to the user utility definition given in (1) in
order to obtain statistics of the performance of the system in
question.
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Fig. 2.
Probability of success and expected transmission cost versus
transmission threshold in the cooperative system.

As in the case of the cooperative system, users in the
scheduling system try to maximize the sum utility. In our
simulations of the scheduling system, we obtained the transmission schedule which maximizes the sum utility by means
of an exhaustive search.
In the cooperative system with one cheater, the cooperating
users follow the same transmission strategy as the purely
cooperative system (i.e. they use the same threshold). On
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the other hand, the selfish user is aware of the cooperative
users’ strategy, therefore it adjusts its threshold accordingly:
Using the cooperative system’s threshold e∗coop , the cheater
first obtains the transmission probability of cooperative users,
which is given by p∗coop = FK (e∗coop ). Using this probability, it
calculates the threshold that maximizes its utility in the cooperative system. Namely, the cheater uses e∗ch = (1−p∗coop )N −1
as its transmission cost threshold.

three systems relative to each do not show variation as load
increases. However, if we consider that one user in the
cooperative system starts to act selfishly, then this cheating
user obtains a significant gain in utility. As system load
increases, the cheater’s relative gain in the cooperative system
also increases, eventually surpassing even the average utility
of a user in the scheduling system.
Average user utility, K=8
1

Results

Average sum utility per channel
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Fig. 3. Average sum utility per channel for two systems with 4 and 8 channels
and up to 32 and 64 users.

From the user’s point of view, average user utility decreases
as the load increases, as shown in figure 4, which generally
applies to all four systems. With respect to this metric, the
scheduling system is again the best performer, approaching
an average user utility of 1/N , followed by the cooperative
system and the selfish system. The performance of these

Cooperative sys.
Coop. user in coop. sys. w/ one cheater
Cheater in coop. sys. w/ one cheater
Selfish sys.
Scheduling sys.

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
Utility

Figure 3 shows the average sum utility per channel in the
three systems. As expected, the performance of the scheduling
system is the best of the three because in this system the users,
who have complete information on channel conditions, choose
to transmit or wait such that in every slot the highest sum utility is achieved. As the number of users in the system increases,
probability of finding a user with a smaller transmission cost
also increases due to greater diversity. Therefore, average sum
utility per channel approaches 1 as the number of users increases in the scheduling system. However, if we compare this
to the cooperative system, we observe that the performance
decreases as much as 60%. This drop in performance is due to
users’ lack of complete information; in the cooperative system
the users transmit probabilistically, therefore collisions occur
to the detriment of system performance. If the users are acting
selfishly instead, then they decrease their transmission cost
thresholds in order to increase their transmission probability
at the prospect of obtaining a better utility. This, however,
leads to even greater number of collisions and the system
performance degrades further. This degradation becomes more
pronounced as the load in the system (N/K) increases. In a
loaded system the price of anarchy is as much as 400%.
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Fig. 4. Average user utility in the scheduling, cooperative and selfish systems
where there are 8 channels and up to 64 users.

The increase in the selfish user’s utility can be seen more
clearly in figure 5. In this figure, all the represented systems
have 8 channels and 64 users, and the utilities of two users
within these systems are plotted against each other. The point
D indicates the utility of two users in the scheduling system.
Note that both users receive the same average utility because
their objectives are the same. If the users lack complete
information but are still acting cooperatively, then their utilities
will end up in B. If, however, one of the users (user 2 in the
figure) were to start acting selfishly, this cheating user would
obtain much higher utility, while the other user (user 1 in the
figure) like all cooperative users, would suffer a small decrease
in its average utility. This change corresponds to C and the
mentioned decrease can also be observed in figure 4, where
the utility of cooperating users in a cooperative system with
one selfish user is slightly smaller than the utility of users in
a purely cooperative system.
The observation that cheating gives a prospect of obtaining
much higher utility in a cooperative system creates great incentive for users of the cooperative system to start acting selfishly.
On the other hand, if all of the users in the system would start
acting selfishly, then the utility of all users would decrease
drastically, and the user utilities would end up in A. The
decrease in utility from B to A is the price paid for anarchy in
the system, which approaches 400% as load increases in the
system.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we analyzed the performance of selfish and
cooperative multichannel random access systems under the
condition that the users have incomplete information about
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Average user utility, K=8, N=64
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A: Selfish system
B: Cooperative system
C: Coop. sys. with one selfish user
User1: cooperative, User2: selfish
D: Scheduling system
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Fig. 5. Comparison of utilities of two users in the scheduling, cooperative
and selfish systems where there are 8 channels and 64 users in the system.

the system. We showed that under this condition the selfish
users’ behavior will be in the form of a threshold strategy,
that is, they will transmit if their minimum transmission cost
is less than a certain threshold and wait otherwise, and we
derived this threshold analytically. Our results showed that
lack of complete information causes a degradation of up to
60% in average utility in a cooperative system. Furthermore,
we observed that there is a large incentive for individual users
to behave selfishly in a cooperative MRA system. At the same
time, the loss in average utility is not significant when only one
user acts selfishly. However, when a significant number of (or
all) users start acting selfishly, the drop in average user utility,
“the price of anarchy”, is significant. This loss in performance
in our examples approaches 75%, as user load increases.
For future work we plan to incorporate the effects of capture
in our analysis, and design algorithms to drive the operating
point of the selfish system to a desired (social) optimum.
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Introduction
In this paper, we extend the game theoretic analysis of the MRA system with selfish users and incomplete information in [P2]. The analysis in [P2] assumes that the
channels in the MRA system are close to each other in frequencies, therefore the
channels exhibit homogeneous statistics, that is, the statistical distribution of channel conditions on different channels are the same in [P2]. Furthermore, the game
theoretic analysis is confined to symmetric Nash equilibria in which all users transmit with the same probabilities on all channels. In contrast, we extend the game
theoretic analysis to include heterogeneous channel conditions in which the available channels in the MRA system are far apart in frequency so that the channels
exhibit different statistical properties. As a first approximation into the problem
of selfish MRA system with incomplete information and heterogeneous channels,
we assume the statistical distributions of channel conditions to be independent.
The problem of selfish behavior in MRA systems with incomplete information
and heterogeneous channels is inherently similar to the selfish MRA system with
incomplete information that we studied in [P2]. Therefore our discussion of the
previous literature on selfish MRA with incomplete information that we provided
in chapter 5 applies to the problem that we study in this paper as well. Therefore
we skip repetition of the same information here.
The system models, propagation models and utility models in the MRA system
with heterogeneous channels are almost exactly same as chapter 2. We assume
the heterogeneous channels in the MRA system we analyze in this paper to have
the same marginal distributions as the channels described in chapter 2. The only
difference we make is that, in this paper we assume the channel distributions to be
independently distributed as well, whereas the channels in the model presented
in chapter 2 are correlated. The rationale behind this assumption is that when we
assume the heterogeneous channel conditions to be independent, the analytical
expressions can be reduced much further than in the case of correlated channels.

Game Formulation
In this section, we present our game theoretic formulation of the multichannel
random access system with heterogeneous channels under incomplete information assumption. We refer to this system in short as MRA-IH . In our game theoretic analysis of the MRA-IH system, we assume N selfish users are accessing the
K available channels in the system. When a user in the MRA-IH system decides
which channel to transmit on, it bases this decision on its own channel conditions
and the transmission decisions of the other users, which in turn depend on those
users’ own channel conditions. Since we assume that users in the MRA-IH system
do not know the channel states of other users, they do not have complete knowledge of the parameters they need in order to make their transmission decisions.
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Therefore it is appropriate to formulate the MRA-IH system as a Bayesian game.
The MRA-IH system with incomplete information can be formulated as a Bayesian
N
N
N
N
game denoted by G = hN, Ω, (An )N
n=1 , (Tn )n=1 , (τn )n=1 , (pn )n=1 , (un )n=1 i, in which
the components of G can be defined in the following way:
Players : Players are the N selfish users in the MRA-IH system: N = {1, . . . , n, . . . , N},
|N| = N.
States : A state of the MRA-IH system is the collection of channel conditions, that
is, path gains of all N users on the K channels in the system. Therefore, the
set of all states that the MRA-IH system can assume is all possible path gains
for the N users on the K channels in the system. So, we define a sample space
Ω to represent the set of all possible states of the system, which we also call
N×K
“states of nature”. So we can define the sample space as Ω = R+
following our channel model. A random variable ω on Ω represents a realization
of path gains of the N users on the K channels in the system.
Signal functions : A user’s signal function reveals information about the nature’s
state to the user. Each different output value of the signal function is called
a type of the user. Let the signal function of player n be a function from the
nature’s states to player n’s types, τn : Ω → Tn , and the set of types of
player n be Tn = {tn : tn = τn (ω), ω ∈ Ω}. When a user learns its type
in MRA-IH , the user learns its path gains on all K channels in the system.
We can express this as τn (ω) = tn = (Ln,1 , . . . , Ln,k , . . . , Ln,K ). The set of
all output values of the signal function in MRA-IH is Tn = RK
+ . Thus, τn :
N×K
R+
→ RK
.
+
Prior beliefs : The prior belief of user n about the state of nature is described by
Q
the probability distribution pn (x1 , . . . , xn , . . . , xN ) = N
n=1 fn (xn ) = pn (ω)
where fn (x) = fn,K (x1 , . . . , xK ) is the joint probability density of user n’s
channel conditions on the K channels. We assume that when a user observes its type, it only obtains information about its own path gains; the
user does not obtain any information about other players’ channel conditions. Therefore we assume that the posterior beliefs of users after they
have observed their types will be the same as their prior beliefs. That is,
pn (ω | tn ) = pn (ω).
Actions : The set of possible actions for user n is to transmit on any one of the
available channels or to wait.
An = {c1 , . . . , ck , . . . cK , w}

(C.1)

The set of all action profiles is then A = ×n∈N An . Here, we make a distinction between actions and strategies to facilitate the following discussion
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of Nash equilibrium in Bayesian games. Let a strategy of user n be a mapping from all possible types of user n to an action in An , and Sn be the set
of all such possible mappings: Sn = {sn |sn : Tn → An }. Thus, we define
a strategy of player n to be a complete description user n’s choice of action
for all possible states of nature. The set of strategy profiles can be given as
S = ×n∈N Sn .

Utilities : The utility of user n as a function of a strategy profile σ ∈ S and a state
of nature can be expressed in the following way:


1 − en (sn (τn (ω)), τn (ω))
un (σ, ω) = −en (sn (τn (ω)), τn (ω))


0

if sn (τn (ω)) 6= sj (τj (ω)), ∀n 6= j

if sn (τn (ω)) = sj (τj (ω)), ∃n 6= j
if sn (τn (ω)) = w

(C.2)
The explanation of this utility definition is the following. In every time slot,
when players n and j observe the state of nature, they will learn their types
to be tn = τn (ω) and tj = τj (ω) respectively. The users will then choose
their actions in this time slot according to their chosen strategies given in
the strategy profile σ. In this case, their actions will be an = sn (tn ) and
aj = sj (tj ). If player n chooses to transmit on a channel and no other user
happens to choose to transmit on the same channel then player n will obtain
a utility of 1 − en (an , tn ), where en : An × Tn → R+ is a function that gives
the transmission cost enk = en (an , tn ) associated with an action an = ck
for a given path gain tn = τn (ω) of user n. We map channel conditions
to transmission costs according to the transmission cost model we proposed
in the previous section. If one or more other users choose to transmit on
the same channel as player n, then player n will obtain a utility of −enk . If
player n chooses to wait in this time slot, then the player will obtain zero
utility.
The Nash equilibrium of this Bayesian game will be a strategy profile σ? (·) =
∈ S such that,

(s?n (·))N
n=1

s?n (tn ) ∈ arg max Eω−n |tn [un ((sn (τn (ω)), (s?−n (τ−n (ω))), ω)]

(C.3)

sn (tn )∈An

The interpretation of this equilibrium profile is that, in the Nash equilibrium of the
Bayesian game, player n will choose a strategy s?n , that is, a mapping from its types
to its actions, so that each of the player’s chosen actions s?n (tn ) maximizes the
expected utility of the player for the given type tn of the player. For a given type
of player n, we can find the action that maximizes the player’s expected utility by
considering the player’s expected utility as a function of its choice of action an . At
a Nash equilibrium of the MRA-IH game, in a given time slot when the realization
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of nature is ω and the type of player n is tn , the expected utility of this player as a
function of its chosen action will be:


1 − enk if an = ck , an 6= sj (τj (ω)), ∀j 6= n
un (an , ω) = −enk
if an = ck , an = sj (τj (ω)), ∃j 6= n


0
if an = w
(C.4)

Eω−n |tn [1an 6=sj (τj (ω)),∀j6=n ] − enk if an = ck
=⇒ Eω−n [un (an , ω)] =
.
0
if an = w
(C.5)
Note that we had assumed that the posterior beliefs of players will be the same as
their prior beliefs, therefore calculating the expectation over a player’s posterior
belief pn (ω | tn ) will be the same as calculating the expectation over the player’s
prior belief pn (ω). Therefore Eω−n |tn [1an 6=sj (τj (ω)),∀j6=n ] = Eω−n [1an 6=sj (τj (ω)),∀j6=n ].
Also note that this expectation of the indicator function gives the probability that
player n transmits a packet successfully if its action is to transmit on channel k.
Therefore, we call this expression as player n’s expected positive utility of successful transmission on channel k, and denote it as ūSnk . Using this notation, we
can summarize a player’s expected utility as a function of its choice of action in a
given time slot when the player’s type is tn = τn (ω) as:

ūSnk − enk if an = ck
Eω−n [un (an , ω)] =
(C.6)
0
if an = w
By determining the action that will provide the largest expected utility to player
n for each possible type tn of player n, we can obtain a complete description of
player n’s strategy sn (·)at the Nash equilibrium.
In the subsequent analysis, we assume that the carrier frequencies of the K
channels in the system are far enough from each other so that the distance dependent pathloss components are different on different channels, according to the
model we described earlier:
Pr =

Pt
Pt
dα fβ
Pt
= α
CD = α β CD =⇒ Ddist =
.
Ddist
d A(f)
d f
CD

(C.7)

Therefore, transmission cost distributions for different channels are different. That
is, en,k and em,k are random variables from the same distribution whereas en,k and
en,j are random variables belonging to different distributions.
We begin our analysis with a simple case in which we consider only two channels because analytical expressions tend to be simpler and derivations are easier
to follow, so we feel that discussing the two channel system in the beginning is
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more illustrative. We then discuss the more general case of the K channel system.
In this analysis, we assume that the users are mobile, i.e. their channel conditions
and hence their transmission costs are changing in every time slot. We assume
that users know the distribution of their channel costs. Furthermore, they think
that the movement speeds and patterns of other users are similar to their own, so
the users have the belief that other users’ transmission cost statistics are the same
as their own.

Nash Equilibria in 2-channel systems
As we explained earlier, the MRA-IH game can be formulated as a Bayesian game
which we denoted as G. It is shown in [RR82] that a Bayesian game will have a
pure strategy Nash equilibrium if
• set of players N and set of actions An are finite,
• the random variables in the set {tn , t−n }, which are the types of each player
in a given realization of nature, are mutually independent,
• the probability distribution of Tn , which is the distribution of player types,
is atomless,
• the utility function un (σ, ω) is a bounded, measurable function on Ω so that
we can take expectation of un (·) in a meaningful way.
In G, set of players and set of actions are finite. In any realization of the state
of nature, the type of player n and type of player m, that is, their channel conditions, are independent. Our pathloss model and hence distribution of channel
conditions is atomless. We can calculate the expectation of the utility function with
respect to distribution of channel conditions. Thus G satisfies all these conditions,
therefore it will have a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies. In this context, when
a player n chooses a pure strategy in a Nash equilibrium of the Bayesian game, it
means that player n will choose a single mapping sn ∈ Sn rather than a probability
distribution over several mappings.
In addition to showing that G will have a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies,
we can also easily show that a Nash equilibrium strategy sn in the MRA-IH game
will almost surely map every type of a player to a single action, rather than a probability distribution over several actions. It follows from the definition of the Nash
equilibrium that, for any given type, user n will choose the action that will result in
the greatest expected utility. In other words, user n will transmit on channel k provided that ūSn,k −en,k > ūSn,j −en,j ∀j 6= k and ūSn,k −en,k > 0. Since the distribution
of transmission costs is atomless, we have Pr[ūSn,k −en,k = ūSn,j −en,j ] = 0, ∀j, k; j 6=
k, which implies that user n’s expected utility from one of the actions will almost
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surely be strictly greater than other actions. So user n will almost surely prefer
to play a pure action rather than a mixture of actions. We note that a player may
use a mixed action in the event that transmitting on some channels results in the
same expected utility, however this event almost never happens, therefore we do
not analyze mixed actions.
Having established that there will be a pure strategy equilibrium, and a Nash
equilibrium strategy will almost surely map to pure actions in the MRA-IH game,
here we identify the users’ transmission behavior in a pure strategy Nash equilibrium. As we explained earlier, due to the fact that user n does not know the
private information (i.e. channel conditions) of other users, user n will conceive
a probability space, assign probabilities to other users’ private information, and
form an expectation about other users’ actions. Thus, using its prior beliefs about
state of nature, beliefs of other users’ signal functions and the belief that player
strategies are given in the strategy profile σ, user n can calculate its expected positive utilities of successful transmission ūSn,k on all channels. In a given time slot,
once the user observes its channel conditions, it will exactly know its transmission
costs (en,1 , . . . , en,k , . . . , en,K ) on all the channels, and choose the action that will
result in the greatest expected utility ūSn,k − en,k . However, if we consider user
n’s action before it observes its channel conditions, this action will be probabilistic,
and its realization will depend on the realization of user n’s channel conditions.
So, the probability of the event that user n transmits on channel k, that is, user n’s
ex ante transmission probability on channel 1 is:
pn,1 = Pr[ūSn,1 − en,1 > ūSn,2 − en,2 ∧ ūSn,1 − en,1 > 0]
=

0
Pr[en,1

>

0
en,2

∧

0
en,1

> 0],

(C.8)
(C.9)

where we substituted e10 , ūSn,1 − en,1 and e20 , ūSn,2 − en,2 . This probability is
simply the probability that user n’s utility of transmitting a packet on channel 1 is
greater than the utility of transmitting on channel 2 and the utility of waiting. For
independent e10 and e20 , we can express this probability as:
Z∞
pn,1 =
Fe20 (z)fe10 (z) dz.
(C.10)
0

Note that
Fe20 (X) = Pr(e20 < X) = Pr(ūSn,2 − en,2 < X) = 1 − Fe2 (ūSn,2 − X)

(C.11)

and
d
d
Fe 0 (X) =
(1 − Fe1 (ūSn,1 − X)) = fe1 (ūSn,1 − X).
dx 1
dx
Substituting these terms in (C.10) we get
Z∞
pn,1 =
[1 − Fe2 (ūSn,2 − z)]fe1 (ūSn,1 − z) dz
fe10 (X) =

0

(C.12)

(C.13)
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By making the substitution x = ūSn,1 − z we get
Z ūSn,1
pn,1 =

[1 − Fe2 (ūSn,2 − ūSn,1 + x)]fe1 (x) dx

(C.14)

−∞

Note that in the probability calculations, user n’s expected positive utilities of successful transmission depend on other users’ transmission probabilities, or to be
more accurate, these expected utilities depend on user n’s belief of other users’
transmission probabilities. Since the MRA-IH system uses slotted ALOHA as method
of medium access, user n’s transmission on channel k can only be successful if
none of the other users transmits a packet on channel k in that time slot. Thus, the
expected positive utility for user n in transmitting a packet on channel k is
ūSn,k = 1 · Pr[am 6= ck , ∀m 6= n] + 0 · Pr[am = ck , ∃m 6= n] =

N
Y

(1 − pj,k ). (C.15)

j=1
j6=n

Using this utility expression in the transmission probability expression above, we
can calculate the probability that user n transmits on channels 1 and 2 as



Z QNj=1 (1−pj,1 )
N
N
Y


Y

1 − Fe  (1 − pj,2 ) −
j6=n
(1 − pj,1 ) + x
pn,1 =
2 
 fe1 (x) dx.

−∞

Z QNj=1 (1−pj,2 )
pn,2 =

j6=n
−∞

j=1
j6=n



j=1
j6=n





(C.16)

N
N
Y


Y

1 − Fe  (1 − pj,1 ) −
(1 − pj,2 ) + x
1 
 fe2 (x) dx.

j=1
j6=n

j=1
j6=n

(C.17)

Thus, we obtain two equations for each user in the system, which give the users’
transmission probabilities on the k channels for a strategy profile σ. If we can find
a profile of “consistent” transmission probabilities (pn,1 , pn,2 )N
n=1 such that these
probabilities satisfy (C.16), (C.17) for all users simultaneously, then the probabilities in this profile will be the transmission probabilities of the players at a Nash
equilibrium of G. Consequently, the strategy profile σ which leads to this transmission probability profile will be a Nash equilibrium. Furthermore, the action that a
user chooses after it has observed its respective channel conditions and based on
its belief that other users’ transmission probabilities are described by this profile of
transmission probabilities will be its best action in the sense that the user will not
be able to find another action that gives a larger expected utility than this action
which is dictated by its strategy in σ.
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Theorem 1. Let p? be a 2N-tuple of probabilities, p? = (pn,1 , pn,2 )N
n=1 . Then, a strategy
profile σ ∈ S will be a Nash equilibrium of G if and only if the transmission probabilities resulting from σ are given in the transmission probability profile p? , where pn,k is
user n’s transmission probabilities calculated according to (C.16), (C.17) using p?−n =
(p−n,1 , p−n,2 ).
Proof. We first show the “if” part and then the “only if” part of the theorem.
The “if” part can be restated thus: If p? = (pn,1 , pn,2 )N
n=1 is such that pn,k is
user n’s transmission probabilities calculated according to (C.16), (C.17) using
p?−n = (p−n,1 , p−n,2 ), then the strategy profile σ that results in p? will be a Nash
equilibrium of G.
• When user n observes its channel conditions, it will not obtain any information about other users’ channel conditions. Therefore, user n will form
its expectations about other users’ transmission behavior based on strategies
given in s−n and on its prior beliefs about the distribution of channel conditions of other users. Since user n knows that the other users’ transmission
behavior in a random realization of nature is described by the probabilities
given in p−n , which is the premise in this part of the proof, user n will use
these probabilities when it calculates its own action. In any random realization of nature, let the action sn (tn ) = an be user n’s action that maximizes
its expected utility given in (C.5) where the expected positive utility of successful transmission is calculated according to (C.15) using the probabilities
in p? . Obviously, user n will have no incentive to change its action, because
any other action will give strictly less utility. The same reasoning can be
applied to each user. Thus, for all user types, the strategies given in σ will
provide the greatest expected utility, therefore σ will be a Nash equilibrium
of G.
Now we consider the “only if” part, which is: If σ ∈ S is a Nash equilibrium of G, then the profile of transmission probabilities resulting from choice of
actions dictated by strategies in σ will be p? = (pn,1 , pn,2 ), where transmission
probabilities (pn,1 , pn,2 ) are calculated according to (C.16), (C.17) using p?−n =
(p−n,1 , p−n,2 ).
• If σ is a Nash equilibrium and sn is user n’s strategy in this equilibrium,
then user n’s action an for each realization of channel conditions will be
the action that provides the best expected utility described in (C.5). If user
n would choose its best action in each time slot according to sn , then the
probability that user n transmits on channel 1 would be given by (C.14) as
Z ūSn,1
pn,1 =
−∞

[1 − Fe2 (ūSn,2 − ūSn,1 + x)]fe1 (x) dx.

(C.18)
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Similarly, probability of transmission on channel 2 would be
Z ūSn,2
pn,2 =

[1 − Fe1 (ūSn,1 − ūSn,2 + x)]fe2 (x) dx.

(C.19)

−∞

Using the expected utility of successful transmission given in (C.15) in the
expressions above, we would obtain the transmission probabilities given in
(C.16), (C.17).

An interesting observation is that, since the users’ prior beliefs about distribution of channel conditions are the same in the MRA-IH game, identifying a profile
of transmission probabilities p? which conforms to (C.16), (C.17) will imply that
any permutation of the user index in p? will satisfy theorem 1. For example, in a
system with 3 users and 2 channels, if p? = (pa,1 , pa,2 , pb,1 , pb,2 , pc,1 , pc,2 ) satisfies
the requirements, then so will p 0 = (pb,1 , pb,2 , pc,1 , pc,2 , pa,1 , pa,2 ) and essentially
all other permutations of (a, b, c). Therefore, in the MRA-IH game, for any p? that
satisfies (C.16), (C.17), there will be as many as N! transmission probability profiles, with maximum number of such profiles corresponding to the case in which
all (pn,1 , pn,2 ) in p? are different. The profile of transmission probabilities will be
unique if the solution to the 2N equations given in (C.16), (C.17) is unique and all
(pn,1 , pn,2 ) in that solution are equal. The exact number of feasible p? depends on
the shape of channel distributions.
A special case among all possible transmission probability profiles described
by equations (C.16), (C.17) is the “symmetric” profile. In the symmetric profile, on
a given channel, all players transmit with the same probability. The existence of
the symmetric profile can be justified by the players’ beliefs that all players will
have identical transmission behavior. We emphasize that users do not need to
have this belief in all possible Nash equilibria of the MRA-IH system. However,
if all the users do have the belief that all users have the same transmission probabilities, then the symmetric profile of transmission probabilities will be reached.
Thus in the symmetric transmission probability profile ps = (pn,1 , pn,2 )N
n=1 =
(ps1 , ps2 )N
.
We
can
obtain
these
probabilities
by
substituting
these
values
in
(C.16),
n=1
(C.17), which become
ps1 =
ps2 =

Z (1−ps1 )N−1
−∞

Z (1−ps2 )N−1
−∞






1 − Fe2 (1 − ps2 )N−1 − (1 − ps1 )N−1 + x fe1 (x) dx.


1 − Fe1 (1 − ps1 )N−1 − (1 − ps2 )N−1 + x fe2 (x) dx.

(C.20)
(C.21)

An interesting property of the symmetric profile is that it will be unique. We
prove this uniqueness by arguing that (C.20), (C.21) have a single solution. For
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a fixed ps2 ∈ [0, 1] and an increasing ps1 ∈ [0, 1], the Fe2 (·) expression in (C.20) is
non-decreasing and its image will be a subset of [0, 1]. Consequently, 1 − Fe2 (·)
expression is non-increasing and [1 − Fe2 (·)]fe1 (·) is non-negative. Therefore

R(1−ps1 )N−1 
1 − Fe2 (1 − ps2 )N−1 − (1 − ps1 )N−1 + x fe1 (x) dx is a non-increasing
−∞
function of ps1 and its image will be a subset of [0,1]. Also note that the graph of ps1
is strictly increasing in [0,1]. Therefore (C.20) will have a single point of intersection. We can apply the same derivation for ps2 and obtain a single intersection point
for (C.21). Therefore we can conclude that the symmetric profile is unique. Furthermore, since all users’ ex ante transmission probabilities are the same, namely
(pn,1 , pn,2 ) = (ps1 , ps2 ), the expected utilities of successful transmission in (C.15) for
all users will be the same at the “symmetric” Nash equilibrium that results in the
symmetric transmission probability profile. Due to its properties of being unique
and providing identical utilities to all players, the symmetric Nash equilibrium is
a “focal point” [FT93] of the MRA-IH game. Therefore it can be argued that in
absence of any coordination, users can be expected to have a tendency to choose
strategies at the symmetric Nash equilibrium.
Having characterized the transmission behavior of the players in the MRA-IH game,
we can finally define the player strategies at a pure strategy Nash equilibrium of
the MRA-IH game. A player’s strategy in a pure strategy Nash equilibrium of G
will be a mapping sn from each type tn ∈ Tn of the player to an action an ∈ An of
the player such that for given channel conditions, the player will transmit on the
channel that gives the largest expected utility ūSnk − enk which is also greater than
the utility of waiting. If the utility of waiting is greater than the largest expected
utility associated with transmitting on any channel, then the player will wait. So,
a player’s strategy at a pure strategy Nash equilibrium can be summarized as

ck if ūSnk − enk > ūSnj − enj ∀j 6= k ∧ ūSnk − enk > 0
sn (tn ) =
(C.22)
w otherwise.
where ūSnk is defined as (C.15), and the transmit probabilities in (C.15) are given
in (C.16),(C.17).

Nash Equilibria in multichannel systems
The results for the 2-channel system obtained previously can be generalized to
the K-channel system in a straightforward way. The unique choice of actions of
the users in a given time slot of the MRA-IH system is the action profile (an )N
n=1
such that for each user n, if an = ck then ūSn,k − en,k > ūSn,j − en,j , ∀j 6= k and
ūSn,k − en,k > 0. If an = w then ūSn,k − en,k < 0, ∀an = ck . Since the distribution
of transmission costs is atomless, only one of the possible actions will provide the
greatest utility for a user in a given time slot, therefore users’ choice of actions in
every time slot will almost surely be unique.
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The transmission probabilities of the users can be calculated in the same way
these probabilities are calculated in the 2-channel system. A user n will transmit
on channel k if ūSn,k − en,k > ūSn,j − en,j , ∀j 6= k and ūSn,k − en,k > 0. Therefore, the
probability of user n to transmit on channel k is
pn,k = Pr[ūSn,k − en,k > ūSn,j − en,j ∀j 6= k ∧ ūSn,k − en,k > 0]
Z ūSn,k Y


1 − Fej ūSn,j − ūSn,k + x fek (x) dx
=
−∞ j6=k

=

Z Qm6=n (1−pm,k ) Y
−∞

j6=k





1 − Fej 

Y

i6=n

(1 − pi,j ) −

Y

i6=n

(C.23)
(C.24)


(1 − pi,k ) + x fek (x) dx

(C.25)

Solutions to this system of NK equations will describe the users’ transmission
probabilities at a Nash equilibrium of the MRA-IH system with N users and K
channels. The symmetric equilibrium ps will be obtained by the solution of the
equations
Z (1−psk )N−1 Y


1 − Fej (1 − psj )N−1 − (1 − psk )N−1 + x fek (x) dx (C.26)
psk =
−∞

j6=k

Similar to the 2-channel case, player strategies at a pure strategy Nash equilibrium of the K-channel MRA-IH game can be defined as a mapping sn : Tn → An
such that for a given type (i.e. channel conditions), player n will transmit on the
channel that gives the largest expected utility ūSnk − enk which is also greater than
the utility of waiting. If the utility of waiting is greater than the largest expected
utility associated with transmitting on any channel, then the player will wait. So,
a player’s strategy at a pure strategy Nash equilibrium can be summarized as

ck if ūSnk − enk > ūSnj − enj ∀j 6= k ∧ ūSnk − enk > 0
sn (tn ) =
(C.27)
w otherwise.
where ūSnk is defined as (C.15), and the transmit probabilities in (C.15) are given
in (C.25).

Numerical algorithm to find transmission probability profiles
Finding a solution set to (C.16), (C.17) analytically may be possible, albeit difficult, if the distribution functions of the transmission costs are known analytically.
Here we propose an iterative method for calculating one transmission probability
profile, which will be reached if all players in each time slot choose their Nash
equilibrium actions based on the belief that other players’ transmission probabilities are described by this profile.
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Algorithm 1 for MRA-IH system with two channels
1. Start from any profile of valid probabilities (pn,1 , pn,2 )N
n=1 such that pn,1 +
pn,2 6 1.
2. For all users 1 to n, using p−n = (p−n,1 , p−n,2 ) calculate (pn,1 , pn,2 ) according
to (C.16),(C.17), which are reiterated here



Z QNj=1 (1−pj,1 )
N
N
Y


Y
1 − Fe  (1 − pj,2 ) −
 fe (x) dx
j6=n
(1
−
p
)
+
x
pn,1 =
j,1
2
 1


−∞

Z QNj=1 (1−pj,2 )
pn,2 =

j6=n
−∞

j=1
j6=n



j=1
j6=n





(C.28)

N
N
Y


Y

1 − Fe  (1 − pj,1 ) −
(1 − pj,2 ) + x
1 
 fe2 (x) dx

j=1
j6=n

j=1
j6=n

(C.29)

3. Continue from step 2 until the transmission probabilities converge.
The resulting set of transmission probabilities (pn,1 , pn,2 )N
n=1 , provided that
they satisfy pn,1 + pn,2 < 1, will be the users’ transmission probabilities. Note
that all these iterative calculations are to be performed by the users individually;
a user does not need to know what the actual transmission probabilities of other
users are in any given stage of this iterative equilibrium calculation, nor does the
user need to inform the other users of its own transmission probabilities at any
stage. The entirety of the iterative Nash equilibrium calculations are performed in
a distributed way in each of the users’ own calculations. The initial set of probabilities in step 1 is the user’s belief of what the transmission probabilities of all the
users in the system might be in the beginning of the algorithm. The initial probabilities and the order of users in updating the probabilities determine which Nash
equilibrium the algorithm converges to. This observation implies that different
players in the system may obtain different transmission probability profiles as a
result of this algorithm, however, this problem is outside the scope of our analysis. Also, as stated above, the algorithm does not produce the entire set of feasible
transmission probability profiles; it just produces one such profile.
For the case of the symmetric profile, the following slightly modified algorithm
can be used.
Algorithm 2 for MRA-IH system with two channels, symmetric equilibrium
1. Start from any valid probability vector ps = (ps1 , ps2 )such that ps1 + ps2 6 1.
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2. Find the solution of (C.20),(C.21) which will provide a new probability vector
ps . The equations (C.20),(C.21) are reproduced below:
ps1 =
ps2 =

Z (1−ps1 )N−1
−∞

Z (1−ps2 )N−1
−∞






1 − Fe2 (1 − ps2 )N−1 − (1 − ps1 )N−1 + x fe1 (x) dx (C.30)


1 − Fe1 (1 − ps1 )N−1 − (1 − ps2 )N−1 + x fe2 (x) dx (C.31)

3. Continue from step 2 until the transmission probabilities converge.
The algorithms proposed for the 2-channel system are also valid for the Kchannel system with minor modifications. The following algorithm can be used to
find the transmission probability profiles in the K-channel system.
Algorithm 3 for MRA-IH system with K channels
1. Start from any profile p = (p1 , . . . , pn , . . . , pN ) of transmission probabilities
P
such that pn = (pn,1 , . . . , pn,k , . . . , pn,K ) and K
k=1 pn,k 6 1.
2. For all users 1 to n, calculate pn using p−n according to (C.25) which is
shown below:



Z Qm6=n (1−pm,k ) Y
Y
Y
1 − Fej 
(1 − pi,j ) −
(1 − pi,k ) + x fek (x) dx
−∞

j6=k

i6=n

i6=n

(C.32)

3. Continue from step 2 until the transmission probabilities converge.
Similarly, the algorithm to find the symmetric equilibrium described for the
2-channel system can be applied almost verbatim to the K-channel system.
Algorithm 4 for MRA-IH system with K channels, symmetric equilibrium
1. Start from a transmission probability profile p = (pn )N
n=1 such that pn =
(p1 , . . . , pk , . . . , pK ), ∀n ∈ N.
2. For all channels 1 to K, calculate pk using p−k according to (C.26), which is
shown below:
Z (1−psk )N−1 Y


s
pk =
1 − Fej (1 − psj )N−1 − (1 − psk )N−1 + x fek (x) dx
−∞

j6=k

(C.33)

3. Continue from step 2 until the transmission probabilities converge.
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Convergence of the numerical algorithm
In all of our numerical simulations, we have consistently observed in small systems comprised of few users and channels, and using our particular channel model,
that the algorithms we propose always converge to a transmission probability
profile described by one of (C.16),(C.20),(C.25),(C.26), which led us to investigate
whether it is possible to claim that the proposed algorithms will always reach such
a profile. Here we provide a proof for the 2-channel system that these proposed
algorithms will always converge to a transmission probability profile, for which
we have derived the equations above. The outline of the proof is as follows. First,
we define an auxiliary game GP in which the transmission probability profiles that
are reached by the users at Nash equilibria of this game are given by (C.16),(C.17).
We show that the steps of the first algorithm we propose correspond to best response improvements in this auxiliary game. Using a theorem in [MS96] we show
that this auxiliary game is a potential game and therefore has a generalized ordinal
potential function (GOPF). We then use a theorem given in [Kuk11] which states
that a continuous game with a GOPF will have an improvement path that gets
arbitrarily close to a Nash equilibrium. So we conclude that the algorithm that we
propose converges to a transmission probability profile at a Nash equilibrium of
the original game G. The same principles can be used to prove the convergence of
the other algorithms that we propose.
First, we define the auxiliary game GP in which the users will have the same
transmission probabilities as the ones defined by (C.16),(C.17). From a game theoretic point of view, it would be more appropriate to define GP as a Bayesian game
in which players choose strategies that map their private information to the set
of channels to transmit on. However, with a slight abuse of notation, we define
user utilities as expected values calculated over other players’ possible actions, as
N
defined in (C.6). So, we can define GP = hN, (An )N
n=1 , (un )n=1 i as a strategic game
in the following way:
Players: Players in GP are the same as in G where N = {1, . . . , n, . . . , N}.
Actions: We define an , the action of player n, to be the vector of transmission
cost thresholds an = (an,k )K
k=1 such that user n will not transmit on channel
k in a time slot if its transmission cost en,k in that time slot is greater than
the threshold an,k that user n has chosen in its action an . Thus, the set of
possible actions for user n is An = {(an,k )K
k=1 : an,k ∈ [0, 1], ∀k} = {an : an ∈
[0, 1]K } = [0, 1]K . The set of all action profiles is A = ×n∈N An as usual.
Utilities: We consider that the players behave in the following way. For a given
action an , that is, for a given vector of transmission cost thresholds chosen
by player n, the player always transmits on the channel which has the greatest difference between that channel’s threshold and that channel’s cost. If all
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channel costs are above the player’s chosen thresholds, the player waits in
that time slot. Thus, the channel that player n transmits on in each time slot
would be different depending on the realization of player n’s transmission
costs. So we define the utility for a player associated with a choice of transmission cost thresholds to be the difference between the expected utility of
successful transmission and expected cost of transmission. For the 2-channel
system, the utility function can be expressed as:
un (an ) = ūSn − E[enk ] =

−∞

Z an,1

Pr[ck ]ūSn,k − E[en,k | ck ]

k=1

Z an,1
=

2
X

[1 − F2 (an,2 − an,1 + x)]f1 (x) dx ·

Y

(1 − pj,1 )

(C.34)
(C.35)

j6=n

x[1 − F2 (an,2 − an,1 + x)]f1 (x) dx

−
−∞
Z an,2

+
−∞

Z an,2

[1 − F1 (an,1 − an,2 + x)]f2 (x) dx ·

Y

(1 − pj,2 )

j6=n

x[1 − F1 (an,1 − an,2 + x)]f2 (x) dx

−
−∞

where Pr[ck ] indicates the probability of the event that player n has transmitted onR channel k. Player j’s probability of transmission on channel 1
aj,1
is pj,1 = −∞
[1 − F2 (aj,2 − aj,1 + x)]f
1 (x) dx, and player j’s probability of
Raj,2
transmission on channel 2 is pj,2 = −∞
[1 − F1 (aj,1 − aj,2 + x)]f2 (x) dx. The
derivation of this utility expression is the same in principle as (C.14).
Note that the expected utility of a player n is maximized for a given action profile of the other players a−n when player n uses on each channel k a transmission
threshold an,k equal to its probability of successful transmission on that channel
for the given action profile of the other players. In fact, an action profile a? is a
Nash equilibrium of GP if and only if


Y
Y
Y
1 − pj,1 , . . . ,
1 − pj,k , . . . ,
1 − pj,K 
(C.36)
a?n = 
j6=n

j6=n

j6=n

in that action profile for all players. Since action sets and utility functions in GP
are continuous, in a Nash equilibrium of GP the action of a user will be such that
∂un
un (an ) is maximized with respect to an . For the two-channel case, solving ∂a
=
n,1
Q
Q
∂un
0 and ∂an,2 = 0 simultaneously gives an,1 = j6=n 1−pj,1 and an,2 = j6=n 1−pj,2 .
For general K-channel case, we obtain (C.36) as mentioned above. The converse is
also true. For any an 6= a?n , player n can improve its expected utility by changing
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its action to a?n . The intuitive explanation of this choice of thresholds is that, if
player n happens to transmit on channel k, that is, if channel k happens to have the
greatest difference between the player’s chosen threshold a?n,k for this channel and
the realization of transmission cost on this channel, the player’s expected utility
will be always non-negative. If the player sets a higher threshold than a?n,k , this
means that the player will often transmit when the transmission cost is higher
than its probability of successful transmission, thus the player’s expected utility
will be reduced. If the player sets a lower threshold than a?n,k , this means that
the player will often choose not to transmit even though its transmission would
be successful, thus the player’s expected utility will be reduced again. Therefore,
the action profile in which all the players choose transmission thresholds for each
channel equal to their probability of successful transmission on that channel given
the thresholds of the other players will be a Nash equilibrium of GP .
When player n’s action is given by the
thresholds a?n , player n’s
Ratransmission
n,1
transmission
Ran,2 probabilities will be pn,1 = −∞ [1 − F2 (an,2 − an,1 + x)]f1 (x) dx and
pn,2 = −∞ [1 − F1 (an,1 − an,2 + x)]f2 (x) dx respectively. Substituting an,k =
Q
j6=n 1 − pj,k in this probability expressions give (C.16),(C.17). Thus we have
shown that users’ transmission probabilities at equilibria of GP will be the same as
users’ transmission probabilities in G. Furthermore, we can show that the steps of
our proposed algorithm corresponds to a sequence of actions in which players take
turns to play their best responses in GP . Let p = (pn )N
n=1 be some profile of transmission probabilities in G. Following step 2 in our proposed algorithm, we would
calculate the next player’s transmission probabilitiesQ(pm,1 , pm,2 ) using p−m acR j6=m 1−pj,1
Q
cording to (C.16),(C.17), which would give pm,1 = −∞
[1 − F2 ( j6=m 1 −
RQj6=m 1−pj,2
Q
Q
pj,2 − j6=m 1 − pj,1 + x)]f1 (x) dx and pm,2 = −∞
[1 − F1 ( j6=m 1 − pj,1 −
Q
1
−
p
+
x)]f
(x)
dx
respectively.
If
p
were
a
transmission
probability
j,2
2
j6=m
P
profile that occurred in G then the best response of the next player j to this
transmission probability profile would be to adopt the transmission thresholds
(aj,k )K
in (C.36). Player j’s resulting transmission probabilities would
k=1 as given
RQi6=n 1−pi,1
Q
Q
be pj,1 = −∞
[1 − F2 ( i6=n 1 − pi,2 − i6=n 1 − pi,1 + x)]f1 (x) dx and
Q
R i6=n 1−pi,2
Q
Q
pj,2 = −∞
[1 − F1 ( i6=n 1 − pi,1 − i6=n 1 − pi,2 + x)]f2 (x) dx. Thus, we have
shown that the transmission probabilities of player j in GP as a result of its best
response to the profile of transmission probabilities given in p will be the same as
the transmission probabilities of player m in our proposed algorithm in response
to the transmission probability profile p which occurred in the previous step of the
algorithm.
In the second step of the proof, we show that the auxiliary game GP is a potential game using a theorem in [MS96]. It is stated in [MS96] that a game Γ is a
potential game if and only if the equality
un (B) − un (A) + um (C) − um (B) + un (D) − un (C) + um (A) − um (D) = 0 (C.37)
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holds for every player n, m ∈ N and every action profile A, B, C, D ∈ A such
that A = (an , am , a−{n,m} ), B = (αn , am , a−{n,m} ), C = (αn , αm , a−{n,m} ), D =
(an , αm , a−{n,m} ) where an , αn ∈ An and am , αm ∈ Am . If we evaluate the expression on the LHS of (C.37) by plugging the action profiles A, B, C, D ∈ A in the
utility function defined in GP in (C.34) we observe that all terms cancel out and
the result is indeed zero. Therefore, we note that the utility function of GP satisfies
the condition set forth in (C.37). By virtue of this theorem, we conclude that GP
is a potential game, therefore a GOPF can be defined in GP , although we do not
need to define any particular GOPF to complete our proof.
Note that according to the definition of GP , the algorithm we propose simply
corresponds to a sequence of actions in which players take turns to play their best
responses in GP for the given action profile of the other players; in each turn, a
player maximizes its own utility given the actions of other players. The result in
[Kuk11] states that if in a game,
• action sets of players are compact topological spaces,
• each utility function is upper-semicontinuous in the Cartesian product of
action sets and continuous in the action sets of of other players,
• there is no finite sequence of action profiles (aj )Jj=1 such that each action
profile in this sequence is more preferable to the previous action profile by at
least one of the players and that a1 = aJ , that is, there is no finite improvement cycle,
then the game has the so called “very weak finite improvement property”,
which means that there exists a finite improvement path from any action profile
that gets arbitrarily close to a Nash equilibrium. The author also mentions that
having a GOPF in a game, which is a function that increases in action profiles
whenever a utility function of any one of the player increases in action profiles,
implies that there is no finite improvement cycle. In other words, if we can define
a function Ψ : A → R such that un (an0 , a−n ) > un (an , a−n ) =⇒ Ψ(an0 , a−n ) >
Ψ(an , a−n ), ∀n ∈ N, an , an0 ∈ An then GP will have no finite improvement cycle.
The very weak finite improvement property mentioned in this article is similar to
the finite improvement property described in [MS96] for finite potential games. It
is an extension of the same concept to continuous games.
As we mentioned in the strategic game formulation of GP , the action sets are
compact topological spaces. Each utility function is not only upper-semicontinuous,
but continuous in the set of action profiles and in action sets of each user. We have
shown, by means of the theorem we used from [MS96], that GP will admit a GOPF,
so we can claim that there is no finite improvement cycle in GP . Having shown
that GP satisfies the conditions set forth in [Kuk11] we can conclude that GP has
the “very weak finite improvement property”. Equivalently, we can conclude that,
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from any action profile a ∈ A in GP , there exists an improvement path that leads
to a Nash equilibrium. Since a sequence of action profiles in GP , in which players play their best responses in turns is an improvement path, that is, each action
profile in this sequence is more preferable for at least one user than the previous
action profile in the sequence, the sequence of best responses would get arbitrarily close to a Nash equilibrium. As a consequence, the algorithm that we propose
would be guaranteed to converge to a Nash equilibrium from any starting vector
of transmit probabilities.
Finally, we underline a small distinction between our proposed algorithms and
best response iterations. We propose these algorithms as a method to find the
users’ transmission probabilities at a Nash equilibrium of the MRA-IH game, G.
Although the proposed algorithms correspond to best response iterations in GP ,
strictly speaking, they are not best response iterations in G. A best response iteration implies that the players play their optimal actions in view of other player’s
actions. The players’ actions in G are the players’ choice of channels for transmission, and their strategies are mappings from their types to their actions. In comparison, in our proposed algorithms we deal with users’ transmission probabilities.
Nevertheless, we sometimes use the term “best response” when discussing these
algorithms that pertain to G because they correspond to best response iterations
in the closely related game GP .

On calculating the numerical integrals
As we mentioned earlier, we assume that the users know the statistical distributions of the transmission costs. The users could build an analytical model of the
channel conditions, like we derived earlier, or an analytical model could be provided to the users somehow, for example by the MRA system itself. What is arguably more plausible is that the users will obtain an empirical distribution of
the transmission costs by keeping a record of their transmission costs in all the
time slots they have been in the system. In this latter case, that is, if users know
the channel cost distributions not as analytical functions but only numerically, the
seemingly simplest way to calculate these probabilities is to obtain the PDFs from
the CDFs by numerical differentiation and then calculating the numerical integral
using a Riemann integral. However, differentiating the empirical CDFs first and
then integrating a function that contains PDFs obtained from these same CDFs is
redundant. Furthermore, obtaining a PDF from the measured data will deviate
significantly from the analytical PDF, especially in the lowest and highest quantiles, where the variance is high because of fewer observed samples. Therefore,
calculating the probability expressions by first obtaining PDFs from the empirical
CDFs and then performing a Riemann integration with regularly spaced intervals
will introduce quantization errors at both the derivation and integration steps.
Therefore, it is desirable to do all the aforementioned probability calculations us-
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ing CDFs only, avoiding calculations using PDFs. We note that the probability expressions always include the PDF of one of the channel transmission costs. Therefore we can transform the Riemann integrals in (C.16),(C.17) to Riemann-Stieltjes
integrals [Hil38]. Then we can express, for example (C.16) as
Z ūSn,1
pn,1 =

[1 − Fe2 (ūSn,2 − ūSn,1 + x)]fe1 (x) dx

(C.38)

[1 − Fe2 (ūSn,2 − ūSn,1 + x)] dFe1 (x)

(C.39)

−∞

Z ūSn,1
=
−∞

Note the change in the differential from dx to dFek (x). Calculating the probability expressions as Stieltjes integrals which use functions of intervals rather than
ordinary Riemann integrals with equally spaced intervals has the benefit of avoiding quantization errors introduced in calculation of numerical PDFs at lowest and
highest quantiles.
Although the transmission probability equations appear convoluted, their numerical calculation is rather easy using Riemann-Stieltjes integration. If we have L
samples that constitute the empirical CDF which is in the differential of the Stieltjes
integral, we take the samples which fall within the domain of integration, evaluate
the integrand at these samples which fall in the domain of integration, add them
up and multiply the sum with the differential, which is numerically approximated
as 1/L. For example, let L be the samples that constitute the empirical distribution
Fe1 . In order to calculate pn,1 we only use the samples that are in the domain of
integration; Li = {x : x ∈ L, −∞ < x < ūSn,1 }. Then the numerical evaluation of
the Stieltjes integral is
pn,1 =

X
x∈Li

1
[1 − Fe2 (ūSn,2 − ūSn,1 + x)] .
L

(C.40)

Numerical example
In this section, we continue our explanation of the MRA-IH system using a numerical example to show how the algorithms that we have described in the previous
section will proceed in a MRA-IH system with two users and two channels. In this
example, we assume the relation between the carrier frequencies of the channels to
be f2 = 10f1 , e.g. f1 = 500 MHz and f2 = 5 GHz. The reason to use a two-channel,
two-user system in the example is that at greater channel or user numbers the
results become difficult to visualize and interpret.
Below is an example application of the steps of algorithm 1 that we have proposed. As we have described, the algorithm starts from an arbitrary transmission
probability profile and updates users’ transmission probabilities in succession. In
this example, which is illustrated in figure C.1 the initial set of probabilities is
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(p1,1 , p1,2 , p2,1 , p2,2 ) = (0.2, 0.8, 0.5, 0.2). We start with user 1, and at the first step
of the iteration we calculate user 1’s best response using user 2’s initial probabilities, which results in (p1,1 , p1,2 ) ≈ (0.558, 0.438). We then calculate the best
response of user 2 using the new transmission probabilities of user 1, which results in (p2,1 , p2,2 ) ≈ (0.714, 0.28). We continue this procedure until the variation in
the iteration paths drop below a desired value. As we discussed in the section on
convergence properties of the algorithms, algorithm 1 converges to transmission
probabilities in a Nash equilibrium of the MRA-IH game as we continue iterating
the steps of algorithm 1.
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Figure C.1: Sequential execution of algorithm 1.

An alternative way of executing this algorithm is to update the probabilities
of user 1 and user 2 simultaneously, which is illustrated in figure C.2. Let us start
with the same initial set of probabilities as the above example; (p1,1 , p1,2 , p2,1 , p2,2 ) =
(0.2, 0.8, 0.5, 0.2). We calculate user 1’s transmission probabilities using (p2,1 , p2,2 ) =
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(0.5, 0.2) as given at the beginning of this step, which results in (p1,1 , p1,2 ) ≈ (0.558, 0.438).
In the simultaneous update case, we calculate user 2’s transmission probabilities
using user 1’s transmission probabilities before user 1’s update. That is, we calculate user 2’s transmission probabilities using (p1,1 , p1,2 ) = (0.2, 0.8) as given at
the beginning of this step, which results in (p2,1 , p2,2 ) ≈ (0.993, 0.003). We continue this procedure until the variation in the iteration paths drop below a desired
value. Although synchronous updates lead to a different best response iteration
path, they result in the same equilibrium probabilities as it can be seen in figure
C.2.
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Figure C.2: Synchronous execution of algorithm 1.

It turns out that, if we update the user’s transmission probabilities synchronously,
the algorithm may lead to cyclic best response iteration paths depending on the
initial transmission probabilities. Here, we use the initial set of transmission probabilities (p1,1 , p1,2 , p2,1 , p2,2 ) = (0.2, 0.8, 0.4, 0.2), which differs from the initial prob-
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abilities of the previous example only in the element p2,1 . As a result of this
small modification, we obtain a best response iteration path in which users’ transmit probabilities infinitely alternate between two points; pa ≈ (0.992, 0.004) and
pb ≈ (0.208, 0.669). This cyclic best response iteration path is illustrated in figure
C.3.
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Figure C.3: Cyclic iterations in synchronous execution of algorithm 1.

As opposed to synchronous updates that lead to the cyclic best response iteration paths in the example above, if sequential updates are applied to the same
initial set of transmission probabilities we still get an acyclic best response iteration
path which converges in a Nash equilibrium, which is (p1,1 , p1,2 ) ≈ (0.992, 0.004)
and (p2,1 , p2,2 ) ≈ (0.208, 0.669). The iteration path is given in figure C.4. Comparing the results of the sequential and synchronous updates, we observe that the
synchronous best response iteration paths converge to a Nash equilibrium in the
sense that the limit inferior and limit superior of the iteration paths converge to
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values of an equilibrium.
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Figure C.4: Sequential updates always lead to best response paths that reach an
equilibrium.

As mentioned before, the solution to the set of equations given in (C.16), (C.17)
are numerous. Which one of the possible Nash equilibria that the proposed algorithm converges to depends on the initial set of transmission probabilities used at
the beginning of the algorithm as well as the order in which users update their
transmission probabilities. Figure C.5 visualizes the convergence of best response
iteration paths as a function of the starting probabilities of the algorithm. Each
path on this figure represents one best response iteration. All paths that reach the
same Nash equilibrium are shown in the same color. Furthermore, the iteration
path of user 1 and iteration path of user 2 that come from a common best response
iteration are also in the same color. In this example, user 1 is the first user to update its probabilities, followed by user 2. The sequential best response iteration
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algorithm results in two possible Nash equilibria given by the transmission probability profiles p1 ≈ (0.208, 0.669, 0.992, 0.004) marked by the green triangle and
p2 ≈ (0.992, 0.004, 0.208, 0.669) marked by the yellow star in figure C.5 . User 1’s
transmission probabilities can converge to both of the equilibria starting from any
set of initial transmission probabilities, depending on the initial probabilities of
user 2. In comparison, the regions of initial transmission probabilities of user 2
that result in convergence to either of the possible Nash equilibria appear to be
separated. Note that the two Nash equilibrium transmission probability profiles
are permutations of each other, as we discussed in the section of game theoretic
analysis.
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Figure C.5: Dependence of best response iteration path on initial values of the
algorithm

Algorithm 2, which is the algorithm that we propose to obtain the users’ transmission probabilities at the symmetric Nash equilibrium apparently results in best
response iteration paths that converge to the unique Nash equilibrium described
by ps = (p1,1 , p1,2 , p2,1 , p2,2 ) ≈ (0.611, 0.384, 0.611, 0.384), which is illustrated in
figure C.6. The Nash equilibrium that best response iteration paths produced by
algorithm 2 reach occurs exactly on the boundary that separates regions of initial
transmission probabilities that lead to different equilibria for user 2 in figure C.5.
The symmetric Nash equilibrium is marked by the yellow star in figure C.6 Applying algorithm 1 sequentially from the initial transmission probability profile ps
produces the same transmission probability profile ps , which is in agreement with
ps being a Nash equilibrium. Small perturbations to ps , however, causes the best
response iteration paths to diverge from ps and converge to p1 or p2 . Therefore
ps in this example is an unstable equilibrium whereas p1 and p2 are stable accord-
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ing to algorithm 1. The observation that ps occurs on the boundary that separates
convergence regions suggests that there may be other equilibria on this boundary
in this example that we analyzed. Therefore we cannot conclusively claim that
algorithms 1 and 2 identify all possible Nash equilibria of the system we analyze
in this example.
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Figure C.6: Best response iteration paths produced by algorithm 2

Performance evaluation of the MRA-IH system
We use two metrics to quantify the performance of the systems which are compared in this section. Average sum utility metric is obtained by summing up all
utilities obtained by all users on all channels of the system, therefore this metric
illustrates the overall resource utilization by the systems considered. Average sum
utility per user is a closely related metric which is obtained by summing up the utilities obtained by a user on all available channels, therefore it expresses how well
a user benefits from system resources and it represents the system performance
from the users’ point of view.
In order to obtain the system performance in terms of utilities, we use the following expected utility expression. If a user n transmits in every time slot according to its Nash equilibrium strategy of the Bayesian game G , the expected utility
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of the user in all time slots can be calculated as
Un =

K
X
k=1

=

Pr

h
i
h
i
user n transmits
user n transmits
ūSn,k − E enk
on channel k
on channel k

K Z ūS
X
n,k

k=1 −∞

(ūSn,k − x)

Y
[1 − Fej (ūSn,j − ūSn,k + x)]fek (x) dx

(C.41)

(C.42)

j6=k

Q
where ūn,k = m6=n (1 − pm,k ).
The methodology we use to obtain the simulation results is as follows. First,
we note that a given user will be obtaining different expected utilities when it is
using different possible Nash equilibria strategies. Since there exists a multitude
of possible Nash equilibria in the MRA-IH game, it is not obvious which of these
possible Nash equilibria that the users may reach. Therefore, in order to capture
the impact of this variation of utilities in different Nash equilibria, we consider
several instances of the MRA-IH game when we produce the system performance
results. For each instance, we apply our proposed algorithms 3 and 4 starting
from a random initial transmission probability profile, and we obtain a Nash equilibrium transmission probability profile. At this Nash equilibrium transmission
probability profile, we calculate the users’ expected utilities using (C.41). We average these utility values over 100 instances to obtain statistics. Since the utility
calculations for each instance of the MRA-IH system inherently includes the expectation operation, the variance of each experiment result is rather low.
Figure C.7 illustrates average sum utilities obtained in the Nash equilibria of
the selfish MRA-IH system for various user loads normalized by the average sum
utilities obtained in the scheduling system. The users in the scheduling system are
cooperative and have complete information of channel realizations, therefore the
ratio of the sum utilities quantify the performance loss in the selfish MRA-IH system
due to both selfishness and lack of complete information. Predictably, as the
ratio of number of users per channel, that is, the load increases in the selfish
MRA-IH system, average sum utility obtained from the system decreases. The
simple reason is that, as user load increases, there are more transmission attempts
in a given time slot, therefore more collisions.
Average sum utilities per user, which are obtained for the systems that we consider, are illustrated in figure C.8. Naturally, the scheduling system performs the
best among the three systems. Users in the selfish systems obtain less utility than
the scheduling system due to collisions inherent to the random access system,
which are avoided in a scheduling system. As the load increases, selfish users
typically reduce their transmission probabilities. This reduction in transmission
probabilities, combined with greater number of users in the system due to higher
load, brings some multiuser diversity gains. That is, the users which transmit in a
given time slot are the users that have the more favorable channel conditions and
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Figure C.7: Normalized average sum utilities in the MRA-IH system

hence lower transmission costs. However, average sum utility per user statistics
show that these gains are not adequate to offset the performance loss caused by
increasing number of collisions caused by increasing load.
For all evaluated system sizes, the worst (largest) 95% confidence intervals that
occur for algorithm 3 (best response), algorithm 4 (symmetric equilibrium) and
scheduling systems, whose plots are given in figures C.7 and C.8 are given in table
C.1.

Conclusions
In this paper we analyzed a multichannel random access system with selfish users,
where the statistics of channel conditions on different channels are different. We
modeled the MRA system as a multichannel ALOHA system, and we modeled
the behavior (utilities) of the selfish users in a way that incorporates users’ ben-
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Figure C.8: Average sum utilities per user in the MRA-IH system

Table C.1: Worst 95% confidence intervals for algorithms 3, 4 and scheduling systems
System type

Avg. sum util.

Best response (algorithm 3)
Symmetric (algorithm 4)
Scheduling

±0.0081
±0.0785
±0.0678

Avg. sum util.
user
±0.0013
±0.0057
±0.0268

per
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efit from successful packet transmissions and users’ energy costs for transmitting packets. We then modeled and analyzed the interaction of the selfish users
as a Bayesian game. We obtained the Nash equilibrium strategies and showed
that many Nash equilibria are possible in this game. In order to obtain the selfish users’ transmission probabilities at the possible Nash equilibria, we propose a
simple iterative algorithm which resembles best response iterations. We showed
that this algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a Nash equilibrium, and we discussed the convergence properties of the algorithm. Using the users’ transmission probabilities at possible Nash equilibria, we analyzed the performance of the
MRA-IH system and quantified this performance in terms of system-wide and per
user average utilities. Our results show that, predictably, selfish behavior causes
substantial degradation in performance when contrasted with the optimal performance of a cooperative system which we represented as a scheduling system with
complete information. Perhaps more interestingly, the performance gap between
selfish and scheduling systems widened for higher loads due to increased number
of collisions in the selfish systems that arise from higher load. Overall, our results
point at a high price of anarchy.
The observation that selfish behavior causes significant performance loss raises
the important question of whether we can devise mechanisms to incentivize and
compel the selfish users to act in a certain way which will alleviate the performance degradation caused by selfish behavior. The existence of multiple Nash
equilibria that we obtained in our analysis hints at the problem of equilibrium selection. The means of the selfish users to reach a certain equilibrium point is to be
answered.
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